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x axial coordinate (M)
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W„ vector defined in the method of characteristic
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A numerical procedure is applied to three principal 
flow models of a gas gun, the discharge chamber, the main 
chamber, and the barrel chamber. In the first two models, 
an explicit method, the second order MacCormack scheme,
is used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for two- ...
dimensional (axisymmetric), time dependent, compressible 
flow. The fluid is assumed to be a perfect gas. The 
flow boundaries may be arbitrary curved and time dependent. 
Transformations have been used to map the physical space 
into a computational space with uniform grid spacing. A 
grid generation surface has been achieved for various wall 
shapes. The third model investigates a detailed one­
dimensional time dependent flow. In this case, the method 
of characteristics is used to solve the quasi-linear non- 
homogeneous partial differential equations of the first 
order. The numerical results obtained from the present 
solution are compared with the one-dimensional solution.





The two fields of compressil>le flow theory and numer­
ical solution of partial differential equations were com­
bined more, than -thirty years ago when Richtmyer reported 
a study of one dimensional waves (Ref. [1]). Since that 
time, the hybrid field of computational gas dynamics has 
undergone much growth. At the present time methods are 
available for the analysis of three-dimensional, unsteady, 
compressible, viscous flows involving complicated geome­
tries, both internal and external. Still, the application 
of the numerical methods to various problems is somewhat 
of an art, and each solution achieved is evidence of 
ingenuity and perception on the part of the researcher.
In other words, we are not yet to the point where an 
engineer can just push a button on an all-encompassing 
fluid dynamics computer program and expect a unique and 
correct result.
The field of ballistics is particularly amenable to 
the methods of computational gasdynamics. Several years 
ago the author performed a one dimensional analysis of 
the internal ballistics of a dual piston gas gun (Ref.
[2]). That work involved reducing the gun equations to 
a system of ordinary differential equations which could
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be solved simultaneously for the gun parameters. The 
results of the analysis were very encouraging, but they 
provided no details of the complicated gasdynamic pro­
cesses at work within the gun chambers. In the present 
rtudy a two-dimensional (axisymmetric) study of the 
transient behavior of the compressible viscous gases 
within the gun chamber is performed. However, the main 
purpose of the study is not to determine the flow charac­
teristics for a specific gun, but rather to develop and 
demonstrate methods for dealing with internal chamber 
flows which involve time dependent boundaries, variable 
inlet streams and various wall shapes.
The studies in this work have been divided into three 
principal flow models. In the first model we have used a 
finite difference method to solve the governing partial 
differential equations for a discharge chamber flow. The 
method of characteristics is used to solve for the flow 
properties at the boundaries. Transformations have been 
used to map the physical space into a computational space 
with uniform grid spacing. Some of the walls are vertical 
In order to eliminate the singularity special functions 
have been used to fit the shape of the wall. A complete 
surface generation has been achieved. The second flow 
model, representative of a main piston chamber flow, incor 
porates a two-dimensional, time-dependent flow for which 
the boundaries are also time dependent. In this model a
3
surface generation technique with a grid which is both 
spatially variable and time-dependent is required to handle 
the computations in the variable-inflow regions and at 
the moving boundaries. The third model investigates a 
detailed one-dimensional time dependent flow representative 
of a barrel flow. The method of characteristics, which 
is a very accurate method for solving hyperbolic partial 
differential equations, is used. This numerical technique 
presents another advantage in the treatment of the shocks. 
The shock wave is treated as a moving boundary separating 
two regions of continuous flow. The method of character­
istics combined with the Rankine-Hugoniot equations are 
combined to solve for the flow properties.
Throughout the analysis it has been necessary to 
utilize certain devices which help to ensure the accuracy 
and stability of the numerical methods. An explicit arti­
ficial viscosity has been used to stabilize regions of 
large pressure rise such as shock waves. In regions of 
rapid expansion resulting in a change of sign of velocity 
components a velocity averaging technique has been employed. 
Finally, grid generation procedures are employed to im­
prove the accuracy of the calculations.
CHAPTER II
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF INTERNAL CHAMBER FLOWS
The analysis of gas guns encompasses a variety of 
internal flow problems. A typical arrangement consists 
of three parts; namely, the discharge chamber, the main 
chamber, and the barrel chamber. A schematic representa­
tion is shown in Figure 1. The gas flows through the 
discharge chamber and the main chaniber are treated as - 
two-dimensional, time dependent flows. The flow within 
the barrel chamber is treated as one dimensional and time 
dependent.
A. DISCHARGE CHAMBER FLOW
1. Governing Equations
In the absence of body force, the two-dimensional 
equations for a viscous, non heat conducting flow in 
cylindrical coordinates with axial symmetry and zero 
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where p is the density, u is the velocity in the
axial direction, v is the velocity in the radial direction,
P is the pressure, t is the time, a is the speed of sound,
R is the engineering gas constant, y is the ratio of the
specific heats, y is the radial distance from the axis of
symmetry, and n is the first coefficient of viscosity.
The bulk viscosity in the viscous terms is taken to be
2zero, that is, X = -JH* where X is the second coeffi­
cient of viscosity. The system of equations (1) - (5) is
closed, in the sense that there are as many equations as 
unknowns. The basic unknowns are u, v, p, P, and T.
Discharge chamber Piston Main Chamber Barrel chamber Projectile
S 3
2-D Flow 2-D Flow 1-D Flow
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a gas gun.
&






?E 5b) computational plane
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the discharge 
chamber.
The flow region enclosed by curved boundaries may be 
mapped into a rectangle by means of the following trans­
formations, as shown in Figure 2.
5(x,t) = J x A  + y^2 (s) ds (6)*E 'Xp(t)




where yw (x) is the wall shape as a function of x, x D{t)
is the piston displacement as a function of t, and
8
The transformation § stretches the axial coordinate 
x, such that a finite difference grid with uniform A § 
will concentrate the grid in regions of large curvatures. 
The functions § and n vary from 0 to 1.





3. Transformed Governing Equations
The governing Equations (1) - (4) can be written in 
the transformed plane as follows
S ?  + “* f t  + **|{| + ' ( w f  + a ^ ) = - tpe' ^ + ^ ] (12)
I ? + “i f + + i (v I f + ° ’ p 19 M i <p
+ + < « f  + « l t »  + ! < » £ +
+ W  1 l ( w l t  + ° l n > +9t t ] (13)
SSL + U*2V + v *^v + i  2E = U r/w ^  + a _S-) ( ^v + a M )
3 t  o |  otj p  9 ti p  n w  +  a  9 ti M  3 ?  +  a  a n  ;
+ — 6 -^-(S — ) + — ( w -^- + a. H B ^ ) 1+ 3 p a v p an 3 ag &n a n ; J
+ 57 ̂  <P IS - £ > <l4>jp  n an n
|£ + U * H  + v*|® - a2 ( || + u*|| + v*|£ )
= ( Y - I ) ^ i ( » | f  + a  f a *  + ( > | i ) aj + [ a j | a ( . f | + a » )
- 3(wf f  + 1 f t )(9Mi,1+t(W! f  + “ I? ’ +<e^ ’ ]
(15)
where,
u* m 6 + w u, 
v* ® 0 v + a u ,
n = f
The transformed Navier-Stokes equations are somewhat 
more complicated them the original ones, because new
coefficients are introduced, but these equations offer 
several advantages. The main advantage is that the physi­
cal boundary surface can be mapped into a rectangular 
domain surface in the transformed plane. Another signifi­
cant aspect of the transformation is that the grid can be 
concentrated in regions that experience rapid changes in 
flow field gradients or variables.
4. Numerical Method.
At the present time, four numerical methods are appli­
cable to the solution of Navier-Stokes equations. Namely, 
they are the method of finite differences, the method of 
characteristics, the method of integral relations, and 
the fluid-in-cell method. The first two methods are used 
in this problem. The method of finite differences consists 
of replacing derivatives by finite differences, such that 
the discretized forms are consistent with the physics of 
the Navier Stokes equations. If the physical parameters in 
the neighborhood of any point in the flow field are Taylor- 
expandable and their Taylor series are rapidly convergent, 
then the discretization errors can be evaluated and kept 
within tolerable limits by considering a sufficiently small 
neighborhood. However, in real problems, the flow para­
meters may not be Taylor-expandable. In this case a spe­
cial treatment is needed, one such is the artificial vis­
cosity. Sometimes even if the flow parameters are Taylor- 
expandable, their Taylor series start diverging and begin
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converging only when certain terms are taken into account. 
Such terms are the fourth order dissipation, their order 
being higher than the second order of the most finite 
difference schemes. These fourth order damping terms have 
been found helpful in the case of problems with non-smooth 
initial data.
The method of characteristics is to determine the 
characteristic curves and the corresponding compatibility 
equations which can be solved simultaneously at grid 
points for flow properties. A characteristic curve is 
a curve in the solution plane in Which the governing par­
tial differential equations may be conibined to form a set 
of ordinary differential equations.
A numerical algorithm for determining the solution 
at a given point in the transformed plane can now be 
presented. The computational plane, shown in Figure 3, 
is divided into two sets of mesh points, the interior 
grid points and the boundary grid points.
It.l Interior Grid Points
The interior grid points are computed using the 
explicit predictor-corrector finite difference method 
presented by MacCormack in 1969. MacCormack's method 
has been used successfully by a number of investigators. 
The finite difference approximates the governing equations 
to second-order accuracy in space and time, are simple 











b) Rectangular computational mesh
Figure 3. Physical and computational domains
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it seemed advantageous to use the explicit scheme. The 
governing equations are left in non conservative form in 
order to apply the boundary conditions more easily. As 
an example, the finite difference equations approximating 
Equation (13) are,
AUl — *[(»■„ + «lM «■„ ) ^-Vx— 1L—  + «I.RVL%
H , “I, M “ “L, M-l 1 , PL,M PL-1,M
+ °1.M °1.M) ~  - N L* M ~Li n
P]?M ” plJm-1 0L,M At VL?M+l -
+ aL,M -  11 Ay Ay
VL,M - VL% - 1  / ‘V  At S a i i H l S u M
" PL,M Ay 3 PL,M AX U W L,M Ax
TT N  TT N  „  N  „  N
aL,M L+1,M+1 " L+1,M-1 L, M " UL-1,M
2 2 Ay
aL.M U N - U N L—1.M+l L-l.M-1
2 2Ay
WL,M U N - u L+l.M+1 L-l.M+1
2 2 AX
wL,M XJ N  _  TT ^. L+l.M-l L-l.M-1
L,M Ax
3 *l,m
u  n _ u ̂  L.M+l L,M
L ,M Ay
* 2 Ax <Xl»m Ay
i LX • WL,M ^L.M V N  -  V N+ i   ------ r- - VL+1,M+1 L+l.M—1
Pl ,M ^ 2 Ay
U ̂  _ u ̂L,M L, M-l
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2
>M VtU,*fl ~ VL-l,M-lj , At[p
2 2Ay J 3 PL#M A* L'M
V N _ V^ „  I.- M+l £- M
Ay
-  P L,M
y  ® .  y  ^V1,M L» M-l _ V N - V N , + --U rl ( . Ltl^M_L.-l,M
NpL,M A* L3t L,M 2AX
V N - V N , L» M+l L, M+l
^L , M 2Ay
u ̂  — U ̂Lf M+l , .UL,,Mzl j
L'M 2 Ay
(16)
For the predictor step, we have
uf+J * U. M + AU. M (17)Lit w Ju/n
And,
-  « k ^ h ♦ wl,m ̂
UL.+H+1 - 5 L.H ,
+ “1,M DL.M > 4y - pL<M < L.M ^
pN+1 _ pN +1
L, M+l L,M
+ aT M --------------  )] + QUT (18)
L'M Ay
For the corrector step we have,
tt N+l ,1 , TIN  , t tN + 1 , rrrrN+l* m q \
UL.M " 2 (UL,M + °L,H + AUL,M > (19)
where L = subscript for the axial mesh point 
H = subscript for the radial mesh point 
N *= time step
QUT = viscous terms computed In the predictor step
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The first step predicts a new solution at tine t={N+l)At 
at each mesh point (L, M) from the known solution at time 
t = NAt, and uses backward differences to approximate 
the first derivatives and centered differences to approxi­
mate the second derivatives; that is, the viscous terms.
The second step corrects the predicted values with forward 
differences for the first derivatives. Note that the
viscous terms are not computed in the corrector step for
kreasons given by Cline . This method is stctble if it 
satisfies the following condition given in the transformed 
plane,
it £ ----------------- ----- —  —  (20)
|0 |w/ 4 | + |V|P/i „ + a / w2/i52 + f)2/in2
where A is a coefficient close to 1, but not greater 
than 1 for inviscid flows, and much less than 1, (A - 0.U 
or less), for viscous flows and flows with shocks.
k . 2  Boundary Grid Points
The boundary conditions for the present analysis are 
divided into k categories,
- centerline grid points
- wall grid points
- moving wall grid points
- exit grid points
b.2.1. Center Line Grid Points
The boundary condition at the centerline is that of
16
symmetry, i.e. v = 0. However, since there is a singular
term at the axis (y = 0), it is replaced by its limiting.
form as y goes to zero, that is, lim — = —  .
y-*0 y ay
4.2.2. Wall Grid Points
(1) Free slip walls
The boundary condition for free-slip walls is that 
the flow is tangent to the wall. This can be written as 
v d x  - U(tyw = 0 (i.e. wall is a streamline)
The boundary conditions for no-slip walls are that the 
velocity components vanish at the wall.
The numerical treatment of the boundary conditions for 
free-slip walls is to prescribe one flow condition, and 
then calculate the remaining flow parameters by using one 
of the following schemes:
(1) Extrapolation (zeroth order or first order)
(2) Reflection principle
(3) One sided difference (first order or second order 
accurate
(4) Reference plane characteristic
The methods (1) - (3) can cause some problems in some 
cases, such as in subsonic inflow and outflow (Ref.[5].) 
where errors made in prescribing the boundaries propagate 
in all directions. The method (4) has been originally 
proposed by Moretti5 and used by a number of fluid dyna­
mic ists, notably, Serra6, and Cline**. Cline has developed 
the method for all the boundaries (entrance, exit, and
17
walls). For this problem the methods (1), (2), and (It) 
have been used. Better solutions have been obtained with 
the method (4). Method(2) has failed to converge (see 
Figure 9}. The reference plane characteristic method 
is derived in Appendix C, and it follows closely the 
work done by Cline^. Three characteristic relations that 
relate the interior flow to the wall boundary with the 
given boundary condition form a system of four coupled 
equations for u, v, p. and P. This can be written as,
p du - a dv = - a^) dx (22)
d p - a 2dp= Y^dx (23)
along the characteristic dTi = v*dT 
and,
d P + p a a d u / a *  + p0a dv/a* = (Y^ + a2^  + p a a Y2/a*
+ pP a Y3/a*) dT (24)
along the characteristic dxi ° (V*+ a*a) dr
The boundary condition iss vdx - u d y w = 0. (25)
The coefficients Y^, Yj, Y3# and Y^ are given in Appendix
C. The prescribed boundary condition is the function re­
presenting the shape of the wall, i.e. y ^ ( x ) . Equations 
(22) - (25) are written in finite difference form. The 
differentials du, dv, dp, and dP are replaced by differences 
along the characteristic curveB. The coefficients are 
evaluated by the MacCormack scheme.
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(2) No slip walls
The numerical treatment of the boundary conditions for 
no-slip walls is much simpler. Hie velocity components 
u and v vanish at the wall. The remaining variables P 
and p are calculated from the energy equation and the 
continuity equation, respectively.
4.2.3. Moving Wall Grid Points
The boundary condition at the moving wall is the 
velocity of the piston. The velocity is obtained from 
the equation of motion of the moving piston. This can 
be written
- i^l jjf <PM  - W  T, d* - D] at -  o (26>
In this equation m is the piston mass, PT„« is theP 1 iHb
pressure at the left hand side of the piston, PpT|H is 
the pressure at the right hand side of the piston, and 
D is the friction force. The characteristic expression 
that relates the interior points to the moving boundary 
can be written as,
dP - padu - (*u + a2Yx - p a Y2) dr (27)
along the characteristic d§ = (u*- aw) dy
The prescribed flow parameters are v = 0, p is extra­
polated from the adjacent grid. The pressure P, and the 
velocity u are obtained from the solution of Equations 
(26) and (27). Equations(26) and (27) are written in finite
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difference form. If the pressure is obtained by the method
(2), then the solution diverges, (see Figure 9.) The 
finite difference form for Equation (26) can be written 
as,
n H+1(L.M) - o N (L,M)+ ^  [<Plas- i W Ap - D] (28)
the overbar denotes the average values.
4.2.4. Exit Grid Points
The boundary condition at the exit plane can be super­
sonic outflow or a subsonic outflow. For supersonic out­
flow, the normal velocity at the exit is greater than the 
speed of sound. Then no signals from outside can propagate 
into the discharge chamber. In this case the flow variables 
are evaluated from the interior values by a simple linear 
extrapolation, and the error generated from the extra­
polation is not expected to propagate back and affect the 
upstream results. For subsonic outflow a special treatment 
is needed because any arbitrariness in the choice of the 
boundary values sends arbitrary signals inside the compu­
tational region. It can reflect pressure disturbances 
which are damped only by dissipative-effects. A non­
reflecting outflow boundary condition has been used for
5 4 7this purpose by Serra , Cline , C. k * Chu and Aron Sereny and
Rudy8. It seems advantageous to use this form in the
present analysis. The prescribed boundary condition is
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the ambient pressure, P = P^. In this case the problem is 
well posed, i.e., the solution is unique and continuous at 
the boundary. The characteristic relations that relate 
the interior points to the exit boundary points can be 
written as,
dP - a2 dp * Y4 dT (29)
dv = dT
along the characteristic d§ = u* dr ,
dP + padu = ( ^  + a2¥ + p a ¥ 2) dT (30)
along the characteristic d§ = (u*+ aw) dT
Equations (29) - (30) are solved by the same methods used 
in part C .
5. Results
The function yw describing the shape of the wall 
can now be approximated by the following equation,
Yw (x) - (R± + Re)/2 - (R± - Re) tanh o ( x - x u ) (31)
where and Rg are, respectively, the radius at the
entrance and at the exit of the discharge chamber, o is
a parameter that controls the curvature of the wall, and 
Xq is the point about which the grid is concentrated. The 




J X /  . (Ri-Re)2°J
V / 4 036
; (x. t) ■ f V  coah a(x~- ^ — ----  (32)
■fX E . , y ^ 4  (r i- V 2~
x D (t) /   5--------  top x* cosh o(x-x0)
Ti(y#x) = ------------- x--------------------  (33)
(Ri + Re ^ 2 “ *Ri"Re* tanhl*(x”x0)
t = t (34)
The coefficients p, v, a, and & are also obtained by 
substituting the value of Yw (x) given in Equation (31). 
They are computed in the mapping subroutine.
The inversion of the function § is done by interpolation 
of tabular values. The grid generated in the discharge 
chamber for four different wall shapes is, respectively, 
shown in Figures 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d. In each case, the 
physical space grid consists of 50 by 16 grid points. The 
inlet and outlet radii are, respectively, set equal to 
6.35 and 1.27 CM . The coefficient, a  , that controls 
the wall curvature is, respectively, set equal to 1 .0,
6.0, 10.0, and 15.0. Therefore,a grid can be generated 
from Equations (32) and (33) to handle the rapid change 
along the steep wall of the discharge chamber.
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Figure 4a. Grid generated in the discharge chamber, 
(c = 1 .0 )
Figure 4b. Grid generated in the discharge chamber, 
(0 = 6.0)
Figure be. Grid generated in the discharge chamber,(ff * 10.0)
Figure bd. Grid generated in the discharge chamber, 
( a  « 15.0)
2k
Following the same technique described above, one 
can generate a grid in the discharge chamber used in 
Pakarat^'s experiment, Figure 5 * For this case the shape 
of the wall is.
R^ t Rj R^ " Rj Xj^+Xjtan h a, (x-x.) if x < ‘— 2
yw(x) R. - *3 X , +  X ,— I T^— - tanh o2 (x-x2) if x ^ -- 2
(35)
Figure 5. Grid generated in the discharge chamber used 
in pakarat's experiment.
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A grid generation can also be extended to the discharge 
chaniber whose wall contains n different curvatures,




Figure 6 . Discharge chaniber in the case where the wall
has n different curvatures.
Yw (x) = E^ XK (x) ('  ̂ 2 ] 1 ---3'~2 tanh 0  ̂(x - Xj) (36)
xi+l+ x -i xi + x -i-l where K =  1 # 3 2 1 1
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Figures 7-9 show the velocity vector plots of the 
flow in the discharge chamber. The physical space grid 
consists of 25 by 8 grid points. The discharge pressure. 
P_, is set equal to 986.KPA. The coefficient, a , that 
controls the wall curvature is set equal to 6.0. The inlet 
and outlet radii are, respectively, set equal to 6.35 and 
1.27 CM, XQ = 7.62 CM, and finally the maximum number of 
time steps, N MAX, is set equal to 15000. Zt can be seen 
in Figures 7-8 that the transient flow occurring during 
the discharge phenomenon is accurately simulated. The 
velocity vector plots are shown every 800 time steps. 
Figures 7a and 7b show that the flow is sonic at the exit 
if the pressure in the discharge chamber is above 200.KPA. 
Then as the pressure gets below 170 KPA, the flow is 
subsonic (see Figure 7C).
Figure 7d demonstrates a case of an inflow. This 
phenomenon can occur if the ambient pressure is higher 
than the pressure in the discharge chamber. It is seen 
from Figure 13, that the pressure varies only slightly 
with position. The same results have been observed by
gPakarat in his experimental study. Comparison of the 
pressure distributions calculated by the present technique 
with the one dimensional solution are shown in Figure 10. 
This recent work shows improvements in the mathematical 
model of the discharge chamber flow. The one-dimensional 
solution used earlier (Ref. [2]) predicts a discharge
27
time of 5 ms. The present solution indicates a discharge 
time of 13 ms. However it requires a computational time 
of 11 min and 29 s.
This numerical model has also been applied to the
Qdischarge chamber used by pakarat in his experimental 
study. The experimental time for the discharge chamber 
is about 160 ms. In this case the computational time is 
expected to be much larger because the grid surface 
generation has produced more mesh points and smaller 
grid sizes. The model simulates the discharge cycle 
only for a short time. The results are shown in Figures 
111 through 17. These results are in better correlation 
with the experimental data.
In conclusion the Navier-Stokes equations can be 
solved numerically as a means of predicting the flow 
fields generated during the discharge. However it is 
too expensive to be accepted as an engineering solution.
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Time = 0.78 mB 















Figure 11. Discharge chamber geometry, and midplane pres­
sure and Mach number for inviscid flow.
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Figure 12. Discharge chamber geometry, and midplane
pressure and Mach number for inviscid flow.
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Figure 14. Velocity vector plots of the flow in the
discharge chamber used in pakarat s experiment
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Figure 16. Discharge chamber geometry, and midplane pressure
and Mach number for inviscid flow.
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o
Figure 17. Pressure (top) and Mach number contours for
inviscid flow.
4o
B- BARREL CHAMBER FLOW
1. Governing Equations
The mathematical model simulates the gas flow through 
a chamber confined on one side by a moving boundary. An 
application of this model is in the barrel chamber of a 
gun where the moving boundary is the projectile. The 
model assumes a one dimensional tube flow, because the axial 
component of flow there is one of principal interest. 
Therefore, the flow properties depend only on the axial 
coordinate x and the time t. The model takes into 
account the effect of gas friction. However it neglects 
the effect of turbulence. The governing equations for this 




-  = RT , a2 = y P/pP (40)
In the above equations the dependent variables are the 
cross-sectional-averages of density p, axial velocity u.
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the general term, A , contains the effect of mass addition 
and area change for the quasi-one dimensional flow. The 
general term, F, contains the effect of friction. The 
general term, Y , contains the effect of heat transfer 
and viscous dissipation.
2. Numerical Method
The mathematical model discussed in the previous 
section consists of a system of quasi-linear non-homogeneous 
partial differential equations of the first order. A 
quasi-linear partial differential equation of the first 
order is one that may be non-linear in the dependent var­
iables but is linear in the first order partial derivatives. 
The system of governing Equations (37) - (39) is hyperbolic. 
There are several numerical methods which are applicable 
to this mathematical model. One of the most accurate 
numerical techniques for solving hyperbolic partial differ­
ential equations is the method of characteristics. In 
the present investigation the method of characteristics 
is used. A complete numerical algorithm can be developed.
The development presented herein closely follows the tech­
nique presented by Zucrow and Hoffman*"0. A characteristic is 
defined mathematically as a curve along which the governing 
partial differential equation reduce to an interior opera­
tor; that is, a total differential equation known as the 
compatibility equation.
The dependent variables may not be specified arbitrarily
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on a characteristic curve, but they must be compatible 
with the interior operator. From a physical point of view, 
a characteristic is defined as the path of propagation 
of a physical disturbance.
2.1 Characteristic and Compatibility Equations
The equations specifying the characteristic curves 








2.2 Numerical Integration Scheme
The characteristic and compatibility Equations (41)
- (45) are ordinary differential equations. These ordinary 
differential equations may be integrated by simple numeri­
cal integration techniques which are applicable to ordinary
written. There are three families of characteristic 
curves, two families of Mach lines, and a family of 
pathlines.
Along the pathline 
dx = u d t
dP - a2d p = Ydt
Along the Mach lines
a) dx s* (u + a) dt
dP + p a du - (Y + a2 A + paF)
b) dx = (u - a) dt
dP - p a  du = (Y + a2 A - p a F)
These ordinary differential equations are derived in
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differential equations, such as Runge-Kutta, Taylor, Euler 
etc. The second order modified Euler predictor-corrector 
numerical integrator can be used for the integration of the 
compatibility equations. The basic features of this me­
thod are summarized below.
Consider the ordinary differential equation,
dy = f(x,y) dx with initial conditions (x^yg) (47)
The integration of Equation (46) can be obtained in two 
steps.
For the first step we have,
Yi+1 “ Y i + £ <xi'yi> (48)
For the second step (with iterations) we have
y ^+1 - Y ± + f ( x i  + 4 p , — — ) Ax (49)
Two different types of overall marching algorithm 
may be constructed in the numerical method of character­
istics, the direct marching method in which the charac­
teristics are projected forward (in time) to determine 
the location of the solution point, and the inverse march­
ing method in which the solution points are prespecified in 
some manner, usually on a rectangular grid, and the char­
acteristics are projected rearward (in time) to determine 
the initial-data pointB. The latter method is employed 
in the numerical integration schemes presented in this 
work. Figure 18 shows a typical computational grid. The 
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b) Computational flow plane.
Figure 18 „ Physical and computational flow planes.
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plane is subdivided into a nuniber of fixed grid points.
The time step At between successive solutions lines is 
choosen to satisfy the CPL stability criterion developed 
by Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy. The CFL stability 
criterion states that the differential domain of dependence 
of the solution point must be contained within the finite 
difference domain of dependence of the solution point.
This numerical integration scheme is, therefore, condi­
tionally stable. The physical interpretation of this stability 
criterion is shown in Figure 19. in that figure the solu­
tion point (4) is influenced by the solution of each of 
the grid points at previous time steps contained within 
the two diagonals (4A) and (4c). Thus the region (4a c 4) 
is the domain of dependence of point (4) in the finite 
difference domain.
If (4-1) and (4-2) are the backward characteristics of 
slope (dx/dt)± = u ± a  passing through the solution point
(4), the CFL stability requires that line segment(l-2) 
fall completely within line segment (AC), as shown in 
Figure 19. However,from the theory of characteristics it 
is known that point (4) can receive signals only from the 
region 4-1-2-4 which is the domain of dependence of the 
differential equation, that is, the physical domain of 
dependence of the point (4). The computational grid shown 
in Figure 18 is divided into 5 sets of mesh points.







Figure 19. Physical interpretation of the CFL stability 
criterion.
(2) inflow grid point
(3) outflow grid point
(4) projectile grid point
(5) shock wave grid point
A numerical algorithm for each type of mesh point can now 
be presented.
2.2.1 Interior Grid point
The finite difference grid for the interior point is 
shown in Figure 19 . The flow properties at the solution 
point (4) are determined by numerically integrating the 
compatibility equations. Equations (40) - (46), along the 
pathline and the Mach lines, respectively.
Equations (40) - (45) are written in finite differ­
ence form. The differentials du, d p and dP are replaced 
by differences along the characteristic curves.
These can be written as follows t
(P* - P3) - (a2 )3 4 (P4 - P3) - ?3U At (50)
(P^ - Px) + (pa2)u (uu - u 1) * (paF + a2A + Y)lUAt (51)
(p4 ~ P2) " <Pa2)24(u4 " u2) = (“PaF + a2A + ¥)24 At t52)
where the overbar denotes average values along the charac­
teristic curves, if the locations and the flow properties 
at the points (1), (2), and (3) are known# then the above 
equations can be solved simultaneously for u^» p̂ , and P^. 
The locations of these points are obtained by numerically
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integrating the characteristic curves passing through the 
solution point (4).
These can be written as follows,
<*4 - *3> ■ "34 L t (53>
(x^ - Xx) = (u + a ) A t  (54)
(x^ - x2) * (u- a) At (55)
The initial values of u3 »̂ (u + a)^, and (u- a ) ^  are set
equal respectively to u^, uA + a^, uc - ac . Then an iter­
ative technique is used to determine the locations and the
flow parameters as follows.
Predictor algorithm.
Calculate x^, x2, and x3 from Equations (53) - (55) 
Determine the flow properties at each point found 
in step 1 by using a simple linear interpolation. 
Set ujk = u3 , (u + a ) ^  - u1# and (u- a)2i = u2 .
Repeat steps 1-3 until the changes in locations are 
within a given tolerance.
Solve the system of equations (50) - (52) for 
and P^.
At this point the Euler predictor algorithm is complete. 
This algorithm may be repeated a given number of times if 
desired by the corrector algorithm.
Corrector algorithm.







taking average values along each characteristic curve. 
That is,
"3<» " <“3 + V /2'
(u + a) 1^ = — *-----— *----- , and
(“2 + u4 - a 2 -(u- a)24
2.2.2 Outflow Grid Point.
The flow at the exit of the barrel can be a super­
sonic outflow or a subsonic outflow. For supersonic out­
flow, the finite difference grid is shown in Figure 20 b. 
Both characteristics originate within the physical domain. 
Therefore,point (4) can ba considered as an interior point, 
In this case a reasonable approximation is to extrapolate 
from the interior values, since the error generated from 
the extrapolation can not affect the upstream conditions. 
For subsonic outflow, the finite difference is shown in 
Figure 2 0a. In this case the boundary condition is the 
specification of the ambient pressure, = P^. The re­
maining flow properties are determined by numerically inte­
grating the compatibility equations, Equations (42) and 
(44), along the path line and the Mach line, respectively.
The finite difference equations of Equations (42) and 
















/---(u-a)iZ  Mach line
(u+a) Mach line
path line
b) supersonic outflow 
Figure 20. Finite difference grid for an outflow boundary.
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*4 = PA
(x^ - x^) = (u + a ) ^  At (56)
(x^ - x3) * («)3fc At (57)
(Pu -P3) - (a2)3U (pu -p3) = At (58)
(p4 " P1J +(pa >14(u4 " ul} " (paF + a A + Y)14 At (59)
Using the numerical algorithm described in section 2.2.1. 
the properties at the solution point (4) can be obtained.




Figure 21 . Finite difference grid for a subsonic inflow
The flow at the barrel entrance can be a supersonic 
inflow or a subsonic inflow. For supersonic inflow all 
flow parameters must be specified. For subsonic inflow,
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the finite difference grid is shown in Figure 21 . In this 
case the specified flow parameters are the density and 
the velocity, i.e., u^ and p^. The pressure, P^, can be 
determined by numerically integrating the compatibility 
equation. Equation (46), along the Mach line. Equation (45). 
In finite difference form this can be written,
(x^-x2) = (u - a)2^ At (60)
(P4 -P3) - (pa2 )2U (uu - u 2) = (-paF + a2 A Y) 2|| At (61)
P4 is then calculated by the algorithm presented in Section 
2 .2.1.
2.2.4 Projectile Grid Point
The finite difference grid for a moving projectile is 
shown in Figure 22 . The unspecified parameters are the 
flow properties at the left hand side and the right hand 
side of the projectile. The number of unknowns is equal 
to five.Five equations can now be written.
-Along the (u + a)-Mach line 
dP + pa2 du - (paF + a2 A + Y)dt 
-Along the path line 
dP - a2d p = Y dt
At the right hand side of the projectile we have,
-Along the (u-a)-Mach line 














Figure22 . Finite difference grid for a moving projectile.
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-Along the path line
dP - a2d p - * dt (65)
Projectile's Motion.
dus - 1 <P3L * P 3 R ) A s  -  “ a 1 d t / ” .  “  0  <S6)
In Equation (62) ms is the projectile mass, P3L is 
the pressure at the left hand side of the projectile,
P3R is the pressure at the right hand side of the projec­
tile, A is the projectile's cross sectional area, and s
D„ is the friction force, s
Equations (62) - (6 6) are written in finite difference 
form by the same methods presented in Section 2.2.1. Then 
they are solved simultaneously for u^, p4l, r4l, r4r, and 
p4r.
2.2.5 Shock Wave Grid Point
The finite difference grid for a shock wave point 
is shown in Figure 23. The flow properties are discon­
tinuous at any shock wave point. However the governing 
equations (37) - (40) fail to apply across discontinui­
ties. The shock wave will be treated as a moving bound­
ary separating two regions of continuous flow. The bound­
ary is defined by two points, one the first computa­
tional region (shown in Figure 23a. as X3I>) and one the 
second (shown in Figure 23b. as X3R). The unknown flow 
parameters are the values of velocity, density, and pres­
sure bn the left-hand side and on the right-hand side of
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the projectile, and the position and velocity of the shock at 
every tine step. This problem is solved by combining 
the Rahkine-Hugoniot equations and the method of character­
istics as follows:
1. Detection of a shock wave.
A shock wave is detected if the pressure gradient,
, becomes infinite. However, such a detection is not 
possible. Instead, a shock is assumed to appear When
vanishes. For this problem the prediction of the shock 
is given analytically by Moretti11, and also by Thompson'1'2 . 
This can be written as,
2a0t -------- 2_  (67)
(y + l) XB (0)
* • ■ * 0 “. ’ W B = “<> (68>
where x , w , x (0), and a are, respectively, the position ofO D D
the shock, velocity of the shock, initial acceleration of
the projectile, and initial speed of sound.
2 . use of an iterative algorithm to solve for the flow
properties.
step 1 Assume velocity of shock and gas in the right- 
hande side of the shock. 
step 2 Determine the location of the shock. 
step 3 Use the numerical algorithm for the interior point 


























b) right-hand side of the shock wave
Figure 23 . Finite difference grid for a shock wave point.
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step 4 Use Rankine-Hugoniot Equations across the shock wave, 
step 5 Determine the flow properties on the left-hand aide 
of the projectile by numerically integrating the 
compatibility Equation (44).
3. Results
Figures 24 through 27 show the numerical results obtain­
ed from the mathematical model used for the barrel flow. 
Projectile displacement, velocity, and pressure as functions 
of time are shown for three different cases. In the first
case, the charge pressure, P , is set equal to 8,OOO.KPA.c
From Figure 24, it is seen that the projectile reaches the 
end of the barrel at time, t « 8.1 ms. At this time all 
calculations were stopped. Projectile muzzle velocity is 
obtained from Figure 24, (velocity = 400 m/s) at time 
t s 8.1 ms. The pressure at the base of the projectile 
versus time is also shown in Figure 24. Similar plots are 
Bhown in Figure 25. In this case the charge pressure is 
set equal to 5,OOO.KPA. The muzzle velocity obtained, is 
equal to 300 m/s and the time it occurs is, t * 10 ms.
Finally, in the third case, the charge pressure is 
set equal to 5 0,000 KPA. A shock is predicted to occur 
inside the barrel. The shock is assumed to form at time, 
t = 0, and at the origin, x «= 0. From Figure 26, it is seen 
that the projectile leaves the tube with a muzzle velocity of 
700 m/s at time, t«4ms. However referring to Figure 27, it 






(S) * 1 0
1.20
Figure 2b . Projectile base pressure, velocity, and
displacement as a function of time.
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P = 5.10KPA
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Figure 25. projectile base pressure, velocity, and
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Figure 26. projectile base pressure, velocity, and
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Figure 27. Shock position and velocity as a function 
of time.
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C. MAIN CHAMBER PLOW
The flow In the main chamber is treated as a two- 
dimensional, time dependent flow. The governing equations, 
Equations (1) - (4), presented in Part A are then applica­
ble for this case. However the boundary conditions and 
the geometry are more complex, see Figure 28 . The left 
and the right boundaries are both time dependent. The 
gas flows from the main chamber to the barrel through a 
time dependent area. Therefore, the model should be able 
to generate not only a variable grid but a time dependent 
one. Initially there is a very large pressure gradient 
at the barrel entrance. For this purpose an explicit 
artificial viscosity is used to stabilize the numerical 
method for shock wave calculations.
1. Physical and Computational Flow Spaces.
The physical space shown in Figure 28 is mapped into 





T = t (71)
Main Chamber
u iiiiiiiiim iiliiiiiiiiiw iiii/m /iifr
r —  Barrel Chamber
TO 7W7OT7M7777M77W77W77T7
(PISTON)




f(x,t) <= R^ t a n h  (x - x^(t))
g(y) ■ Ry t a n h  (y - Y x)
R. and R are parameters that control the distribution x  y
of the arid (x (t), Y . ) denotes the location of the pointp X
about which the grid is concentrated. Note that the first 
coordinate is a function of time.
The spatial and the time partial derivatives become,
-S- o ID (73)ax x a? 1
« U) (7b)ay y ari 1 1
&  ■ £ + a fi <7s)
where iu “ /  j, , (76)
C o s h  (x - Xp(t))
i +  * L
y Coa h*1 (y - y^)
2 -1 2




2. Transformed Governing Equations
Using Equations (73) - (75), the governing equations, 
Equations (1) - (4), can now be written in the transformed 
space as follows:
+ v*“  + p 0 1 ^  + p + „ QROT (79)
+ u*Jf + v*|^ + “  = OUT (80)&t a ?  8T| p a?
| V  +  +  +  | P  =  Q V T  (81)
8 t as a1! p
+ u*Ji + v*|^ - a2^  + u*££ + v*|£) *= QPT (82)aT a ?  ari aT as a*i
where,
u* = a + ui U
V *  =  UU^V
QROT = Artificial viscosity added to the Continuity 
Equation.
QUT a Viscous terms in the S-Momentum.
QVT “ Viscous terms in the ri-Momentum.
QPT = Viscous terms in the Energy Equation.
3. Numerical Method
The numerical methods used to integrate Equations 
(7 9) - (82) are similar to the numerical techniques de­
scribed in Part A of Chapter IX. That is, the computational
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space is divided into two sets of mesh points, the interior 
grid points and the boundary grid points. The numerical 
algorithms are described in detail in Part A. In this case 
the MacCormack scheme is stable if it satisfies the follow­
ing condition given in the transformed space,
At£ -------------------- A ■ —  —  (83)
juliu^/ASt lv|uUy/AT| + a/uijj2 /A?2 + U0y2/AT)2
To determine the location of the piston, ie.e. xp (t), and 
the velocity at the left boundary. The dynamics of the 
piston motion is needed. This can be written as, 
dv
~at = 4 p <PC ~ Pcr) d A  " D (8fc)
where.
P = Pressure in the Main Chamber c
pg = Pressure in the Discharge Chamber
Mp = Piston Mass
Ap = Piston Area
D = Frictional Drag
The finite difference approximation to Equation (8U)
is used to update the velocity and the displacement of
the piston so that the grid can be redistributed according
to the piston displacement, i.e. x^(t). Recall that
x~(t) is the coordinate of the point about which the grid P
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is concentrated. This can be written as.
v£ +1 - + H  (Po - Pg) Ap (85)
x£+1 = + v£it + (?5 - Pi) Ap (86)
The overbar denotes the average values.
Now it is important to describe the artificial smooth­
ing devices which can be used to stabilize the numerical 
method. To stabilize the numerical method for shock wave 
calculations, an explicit artificial viscosity is included. 
This can be written as,
QROT -
+ ^  0) ]— uu ■y y a*n (87)
^ P ill <Av v
wh«ra K a “ u » M ----- t“' xh + wy9R + y ] (88)x y
C, C , Cl, and Cp are constants.
These artificial quantities, QROT and m^, are included 
into the model only when significant compressions are going 
to occur. The prediction of shock waves is detected by 
checking at each cell the divergence of the velocity. If 
it is less than zero, a compression wave is indicated.
The computation is then automatic. If the divergence 
is greater than zero, then the artificial viscosity is 
set equal to zero. Other smoothing devices, fourth order
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damping terms and relaxation, are also used. It is very 
helpful to retain the fourth order damping terms to the 
second order MacCormaclc scheme in order to eliminate 
instabilities. Since discontinuities and errors made in 
the initial data can propagate and cause the solution 
to diverge. A fourth order term can be written as.
where Q is a dependent variable. The dependent variables 
can also be smoothed by the following formula*
where SMP is a constant and must be between 0.0 and 1.0. 
Equation (90), obtained from Reference 4. , is found to
be very helpful for this numerical method. These are 
the basic differences with the numerical integration 





Figures 29 through 34 show the velocity vector plots of 
the flow fields generated during main chamber operation.
The flow development is shown for full travel of piston, 
(displacement »3.81 CM). Piston displacement and velocity 
as functions of time, are also shown in Figures .29-34. The 
maximum velocity obtained in such a short distance is about 
41 m/s. The full travel of piston lasted less than 1 ms. 
Therefore the role of the piston may be thought in some cases 
as a sudden opening of a vaive. in these cases the motion 
of the piston will have a little effect on the muzzle velocity 
of the projectile. The assumption of a sudden opening valve 
may be then acceptable.
The model has generated a variable grid, but not time 
dependent. In this case, we let the piston grid points move 
through the grid lines. The flow properties at the piston 
boundaries are extrapolated from neighboring points.
TIME= 0 . 0 2  (MS) PISTON VEL0CITY= 0 .31  (M/S)
CHARGE PRESSURE=5,0 0 0 . KPfl
m
^ . 0 0 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00
AXIAL DISTANCE tCM.)
TIME STEP 20
FIGURE 29.VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MAIN CHAMBER
TIME= 0.14*1 (MS) PISTON VELOCITY^ 15.90 (M/S)
CHARGE PRE SS U R E = 5 , 0 0 0 . KPfl





FIGURE 30.VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MAIN CHAMBER
TIME= 0.60 (MS) PISTON VELOCITY^ 23.27 (M/S)
CHARGE P R E S S U R E = 5 fOOO.KPA
*^.00 5.00 7.50 10.00 11
AXIAL DISTANCE (CM.)
TIME STEP 1451
FIGURE 31. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MAIN CHAMBER
TIME= 0.72 (MS) PISTON VELOCITT= 29.U2 (M/S)
CHRRGE P R E S S U R E = 5 , 000. KPR
O
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FIGURE 32.VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MAIN CHAMBER
TIME= 0.83 (MS) PISTON VELOCITY= 35.01 (M/S)
CHARGE P R E S S U R E = 5 , 0 0 0 . KPA
Oin
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FIGURE 33.VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MRIN CHRMBER
TIME= 0.93 (MS) PISTON VELOCITT= UO.U5 (M/S)
CHRRGE P R E S S U R E = 5 , 000.KPR
i




FIGURE 3fc.VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE MAIN CHAMBER
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APPENDIX A
APPLICATION OP THE METHOD OP CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR UNSTEADY ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
I. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations (37) - (40), can be written as
pt + upx + pux = A *A-1)
ut + " ux + Px/p = F (A-2)
Pt + upx " 1,2 (pt + upx> “ * (*‘3)
where the t and x subscripts denote the partial deriva­
tives with respect to those variables.
II. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
A linear combination of the equations of motion can be 
formed by multiplying Eqs.(A-l) - (A-3) by (i= 1,2,3) 
respectively, and then summing them. This linear combina­
tion can be written as
* l (pt + U PX + P UX _A) + *2 (ut + u u x + px / p " F)
+ I  (Pt + u Px - a2 pt - a2u px - Y) = 0 (A-4)
Rearrangement of Eq. (A-4) yields
(ui1 -a2u/3)px + ̂ i " a2je3>Pt+ (aJt2 + £l Jux + je2 ut 
+ ( l 2 / p + Uje3 )Px+i 3Pt = (A1A + A2F + ja3 Y) (A-5)
Equation (A-5) maybe interpreted as the sum of directional 
derivatives of u, P, and p in the directions of vectors 
W^, W~2 . and wj, respectively, where the components of the 
vectors W^(i»l, 2,3) are the coefficients of the x and t
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derivatives in Eq. (A-5). Thus
= ( M i 1 - a 2 u i 3 , ^ - 3 % )  (A-6 )
= (ui2 + p ^  , jt 2 ) (A-7)
W3 = (X2/p + ui3# jft3) (A-8)
Therefore, Eq. (A-5) may be written as
Vp ■ Wx + Vu • W2 + VP • W3 = (£xA + j&2F + &3 Y) ((A-9)
where V is the gradient vector; that is, v = (— - #-A-)
qX 0  w
Equation (A-9) may be written as,
d^-p + d^-u + d^-p = (ji1A + X2F + X3Y) (A-10)
i 2 3
where <lj- p = Vp • W. is the derivative of p in the
”l A
direction of the vector W^.
A question is now posed: can the arbitrary factors
i y  X2, and X3 be chosen so that the vectors
W^(i = 1,2,3) all lie along a curve in the xt plane.
If such X^(i = 1,2,3) do exist, the curve that contains 
the vectors is called the characteristic curve.
Let N be the normal to that curve. The vector N, 






Figure A-l.Relationship between the vectors and N »
and the characteristic curve.
Since N is normal to W^(i ■* 1.2,3), we obtain
N * W£ - 0 (i = 1,2,3) (A-ll)
Equation (A-ll) maybe written as a system of three equations
(uNx + Nt) l 1 - 8 (uNx + Nt)i3 « 0
pNx + (»Nx + Nt)X2 




In matrix form Eqs. (A-12) become.
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0 -a2 (uNx + Nt)
pNx UNX + Nt 0 (A-13)
0
For the system of equations specified bygqs. (A-13) 
to have any solution other than the trivial solution 
^1 = S>2 ~  &2 m the determinant must equal zero. Setting 
the determinant equal to zero, we obtain
Equation (A-14), which is called the characteristic equation, 
contains the information required to determine the compo­
nents of the characteristic nominal, N, and hence, the 
characteristic curves.
Setting the first factor of Eq. (A-14) equal to zero, 
we obtain
uNx + Nt = ° (A-15)
Setting the second factor of Eq. (A-14) equal to 
zero, we obtain,
u N + N. = ± a N (A-16)X v X
Eqs. (A-15) and (A-16) can be written as




Equation (A-17) represents the flow pathlines. Equation 
(A-18) represents the Mach lines.
III. SOLUTION FOR THE S
The compatibility equation that is applicable on a 
characteristic curve is determined from Eq. (A-10). 
First, the values of the A^s must be determined along 
the characteristic curves. Consider first the charac­
teristic curve given by Eq. (A-17). Recall that
tuNx + N^ = 0 along the pathline. Thus, Eqs.<A-13)
become
0 0 0 *1
PHX 0 0 i 2 = 0
0 Nx/p 0 L3
Since the rank of the matrix is two
one of the A / s is a free variable.
(A—19)
Thus a solution may be written,
1 (A-20)
Consider next the characteristic curve given by Eq.(A-18).
that U N X +  N t = ± a N x along the Mach lines. Thus
-13) become
± a N x 0 -a3Nx *1
eNx ± a N x 0 l 2 *= 0 (A—21)
0 Nx/P ± a Nx 13
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The rank of the coefficient matrix of Eg. (A-21) is two. 
There is one independent solution for 4^. A solution can 
now be written
41 = a2
l 2 =  ± p a (A-22)
4g - 1
IV. COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS
Substituting Eg. (A-20) into Eg. (A-4) yields
(pt + uPx) " a2 <Pt + upx) “ * (A_23)
Substituting Eg. (A-22) into Eg. (A-4) yields
a2( pt + u px + pux -A)± pa(ut + u ux + Px/p - P)
+ (Pt + uPx - a2 pt - a2u px - Y) = 0  (A-24)
Eguation (A-24) may be rearranged to yield
[Pt + (u±a)Px] ± pa[ut ± (u ± a) Ux]
= (Y + a2A ± p ap) (A-25)
Eguations (A-23) and (A-25) can be written as
Along pathlines 
dx = u d t
dP - a2d p = Y dt (A-26)
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Along Mach lines
dx = (u ± a)dt
dP ± p a du = (Y + a2A ± p a P) (A-27)
APPENDIX B
CONSTANT ETA REFERENCE PLANE 
CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONS
I. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations (12) - (15) can be written
as
PT +u*pj + p w u ? * - - p a u ^ - p  v/-̂  -pPv^ (B-l)
uT + u*Ug + w Pg/p = ” v*u^ _ a P^ + QuT (B-2)
vt +u*v5 = " v*v^ - p P^/p + QVT (B-3)
P^ + u* P - a^(p^ + u*p^) = - v*P + a^v*p^ + QPT (B—4)
where the t ,  ?, and subscripts denote partial deriva­
tives with respect to those variables. QuT, QVT, and QPT 
denote,respectively, the viscous terms in the 5-momentum, 
Ti-momentum, and energy equations. Letting Y2» y^, and
be,respectively, the right hand side of Eqs (B-l)
- (B—4). Then Eqs (B-l) - (B—4) become
PT + u*pg + pwug » (B-5)
ut + u*Ug + w Pg/p m ^2 (B—6)
vT + u*Vg = y3 (B-7)
P t +  u * P 5 _ a 2 <PT +  u * P g )  “  y 4  t B _ 8 )
II. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
A linear combination of the equations of motion can
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be formed by multiplying Eqs. (B-5) - (B-8 ) by P̂ ,
(i=l, 2, 3, 4) and then summing them. This linear 
combination can be written as
jex (pT + u*p? + p w u 5 - Y1) + A 2 (ut + u*u? +wPj/p - Y2)
+ i3 (vt+ u*Vg - V3) + Jt̂ (PT + u*P^ - a2 pT - a2p - a2u*p^
- Y4) = 0  (B-9)
Rearrangement of Eq. (B-9) yields
(u*ix - a2u*jê ) pg + (J^-a^Jp + (pw^ + u*^)^
+  jfc2u. +  u*X3v^ +  jt3v. + ( j&2 w/ p +  u*je^)P? +  A^PT 
4
= S X .Y . (B-10)
i=l 1 1
Equation (B-10) maybe interpreted as the sum of directional 
derivatives of p, u, v, and P in the directions of 
vectors W1# W2» W3# and W^, respectively, where the com­
ponents of the vectors W^(i = l, 2, 3, 4) are the coeffi­
cients of the g and t  derivatives in Eq. (B-10). Thus
« (u*/^ - a2u*jt̂ # j&i - a2^  (B-ll)
- (pw £1 + U*&2 • * 2 ) (B-12)
W3 = (u * A 3 * X3) (B-13)
■ U 2 W/ P + U*A4 ' V  (B“1*°
Therefore Eq. (B-10) may be written as
A question is now posed: Can the arbitrary factors l y
&2 * *3 ' and be chosen so that the vectors W^(i = 1,2,3,4) 
all lie along a curve in the C-t plane? If such 
£^(i-l,2,3,4) do exist, the curve that contains the 
vectors is called the characteristic curve. Let
N be the characteristic normal to that curve. Since N 
is normal to W^(i= 1,4), we obtain.
(B-16)
Equation (B-16) may be written as a system of equations
N * - 0 (i = 1,4)
(u*^ - a2u*jt4)N5 + U x -a2jeu)NT = 0
(Pwje1 + u*Je2 )N5 + je2N T = o
u*jt3 N ? + l2 N t - 0
X2 w/p + + je^NT = 0





u*Ng+NT o 0 -a2 (u*N^+NT) *1
pwN^ u*N^+Nt 0 0 X2
0 0 u*N,+N 05 T *3 * 0 (B-21)
0 0 0 U*Ng+NT *4
For the system of equations specified by Eqs. (B-21) to 
have any solution other than the trivial solution
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j&l = &2 -  J&3 = 0, the determinant must equal zero. Setting 
the determinant equal to zero, we obtain
(u*N-+N )2 [(u*N-+N )2 - a 2w 2N.2J = 0 (B-22)5 T 5 T 5
Equation (B-22), which is called the characteristic equa­
tion, contains the information required to determine the 
components of the characteristic normal N and hence the 
characteristic curves.
Setting the first factor of Eq. (B-22) equal to zero, 
we obtain
u*N- + N = 0  (B-23)5 T
Setting the second factor of Eq. (B-22) equal to zero, 
we obtain
u*Ng + Nt = ± a w N j  (B-24)
Equations (B-23) and (B-24) can be written
d§/d = u* (B-25)
d?/d -  u * ± a w  (B-26)
Equation (B-24) represents the projection of the flow 
pathlines on the r\ = constant planes. Equation (B-26) 
represents the projection of the Mach cones on the r| 
constant planes.
III. SOLUTION FOR THE s
The compatibility equation that is applicable on a 
characteristic curve is determined from Eq. (B-15).
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First the values of the X / s must be determined along the 
characteristic curves. Consider first the characteristic 
curve given by Eg. (B-23). Substituting Eg. (B-23) into 
Egs.(B-21) yields
0 0 0 ±a3wNg *1
pwNg ±awNg 0 0 l 2
0 0 ±awNg 0 *3
0 wN^/p 0 ±awNj *4
= 0 (B-28)
since the rank of the coefficient matrix of Eg. (B-28) is 
two. Thus .there are two free variables. Therefore, two 
solutions are possible
(0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 1) (B-27)
Consider next the characteristic curve given by Eg. (B-24)
Substituting Eg. (B-24) into Eg. H.CMtn yields
±awNg 0 ' 0 ±a3wNj X1
pwN. ±awN. 0 0 l2
= 0 (B-28)
0 0 ±awNg 0 l3
0 wN^/p 0 iawNg *ll
The rank of the coefficient matrix of Eg. (B-28) is three.
There is only one free variable. Therefore,the solution is
2(a , ±pa, 0 * 1 ) (B-29)
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IV. COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS
Substituting Eq. (B-27) into Eq. (B-10) yields 
Pt + u*P? - a2 (pT +u*p5) « (B-30)
u*V§ + VT = Y3 (B-31)
For d ? = u*dr•
Substituting Eq. (B-29) into Eq. (b-10) yields
dP ± pa du = +a 2Yx ± p a Y2)dT (B-32)
For d 5 = (u* ± aw) dt.
a p pe nd ix c
CONSTANT ZETA REFERENCE PLANE 
CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONS
I. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations (12) - (15), can be written
as
p + v*p + pau„ + ppv„ = - u* - pwu. - pv/s: (C-l)T T| T| 5 'I
u + v*u + aP /p = - u*u_ - wP-/p + QUT (C-2)T T| T| S p
v + v*v_ + pp„/p = - u*v_ + QVT (C-3)T T| T| 5
P + v*P - a2 (p + v*pj =-u*P. + a2u*p,+QPT (C-4)T T\ T 11 5 5
where the t , ?, and t] subscripts denote partial derivatives
with respect to those variables. Letting Y^, Y2» Y3» and 
Y^ be respectively the right hand side of Eqs. (C-l) -
( c - M . Then Eqs. (C-l) - (C-U) become
P T + v*p„ - pau + ppv »TJ T| T| Yi (C-5)
U T + » % +  V P " (C-6)
V T + + SP^/p = Y3 (C-7)
P T + v*PT)-a 2 (pT +v*p71)
n (C-8)
II. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
Using the same method as that described in Appendix B, 
we have
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—  —  _  _  4Vp • + vu • W2 + Tv • W3 + VP • » 2 X±Mf ± (C-9)
where
Wx - (pipr* -  a2v*Au , i 1  -  a2/^ ) 
w2 = (pai>x +v*i2 , &2) (c-10)
w3 = ( p p ^ + v * ^  , i p  
\  — (oJ>2/p + $&2/p + V*A^, i p
The matrix form of Eq. N * = 0 i = 1,4 can be written
as follows.
v*N + NT1 T 0 0 -a2 (v**^ + Nt ) *1
p a r*1
V * N  +  NT] T 0 0 l 2
0 V * N fl 0 *3
0 ON J p  T1 % / p v*N +NLT) T
(C-ll)
Setting the determinant equal to zero yields,
V*N + N = 0  (C-12)T1 T
v*N +N * ± a / a .2 + P2 N (C-13)
r\ t T|
This can also be written as,
= v* (C-14)
9U
v*± aa* where a* m / a ?  + p2 (C-15)
Equations (C-l4) and (C-X5) are the characteristic curves.
XII. SOLUTIONS FOR THE a .
1) Substituting Eq. (C-12) into Eq. (C-ll) yields,
B 0, i2 * s ^  * 0. (C—16)
and &1 =  l 2  =  l 3  = 0, 4^ = 1 (C-17)
2) Substituting Eq. (C-13) into Eq. (C-ll) yields,
2x «a , i2 = ± p a a / a * ,  j&3  =  ±  p p  a / a * ,  4 ^  =  1 (C-18)
IV. COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS
1) Substituting Eqs. (C-16) and (C-17) into Eq. (C-9) 
yields
p du - adv = (p Y2 - a Y3)dT (C-19)
dP - a2dp = yfed T (C-20)
along the characteristic d - v*dtfl
2) Substituting Eq. (C-18) into Eq. (C-9) yields 
dp ± p a du/a* ± p pa dv/a* = (Y^ + a2Y1 ± paa Y2/a*
± ppa Y3/a*)dT (C-21)
along the characteristics dr| = ( v * ± a * a ) d T .
* APPENDIX D *
FORTRAN IV LISTING OF THE PROGRAM 





* MAIN PROGRAM *
IiilS COMPUTER PROGRAM IS FOR THE 
COMPUTATION OF TKC DIMENSIONAL, 
TIME DEPENDENT FLOW,
REPRESENTATIVE OF A DISCHAhGE 
LiiAMSEE FLOW. THE DISCARGE CHAMBER 
fa ALL MAI BE ARBITRARY CURVED.
DIMENSION KSI (1000) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (b0,20) ,Y?1 (S0,20) 
DIMENSION TIME (1 b02) , PRES 1 (1 b02) ,PFES2(1b02) ,PRESS (1b0 2) 
COMMON/UNES ID/UD (4) ,VD(4) ,PD (4) ,ROD(4)
COMdOM/SOLUTN/U (bO,2U,2),V(b0,20,2),P(b0,20,2),
$ NO (bO,4.0, 2)
COhMOR/CNlRLC/LMAX,MDAX,NMAX,ICONV,EOT,GAMMA,RGAS,GAM 1, 
$ GAM*.,GiiMj , LI, L2 , fll, M2 , DX , DY , DT,ICilAR, N 1D,IERS, IUI, IUO, 
i DIR, DYti, ESl'AR , N, N1, N J , R5TARS,G,PC,1C,LC,PLOW , SO LOS, RG,
$ DXX,XEI
C Oil 11QN/IEM IRL/ Xi (bO) , YW (bO) , NXNY (bO) , LT , XT , XI, X E, NDIM,
$ XHI (bOj , YN I (bO)
CODMOm /ECC/PT (20) , TI (20) , PE (20) ,1EX1RA,TW (20) ,ISUPLh,
$ UI i20) ,VI 120) ,PI (20) ,£01 (20) ,IEX 
COMflON/AV/CAV,NST,LSS,XMU,XLA,RKMO,XIO,OUT(b0,20),
I uVT(b0,20i ,QPT (bO, 20) ,QR0T(b0,20)




































GAM 1=GAtiBA/ (GAHHA- 1.0)
GAH2= (GABttA-1. 0) /2 . 0 
GAHJ= (GAUM A + 1. 0) /(GAHHA- 1 .0)
RG=RGAS*G 
PLOH=0.01*PC 












































P£(1) = 14.7*PC 
TI (1)=B40.





W 1 E> = 1 
Nr1AX=o 
E i U X = 4 6
INITIAL CONDITIONS
DO 120 a=E,fl«AX 
P2(ft)=PZ(1)
*TlH)=T'l tU 
PE(fl) =PE Ui 
120 CONTINUE
SET INDIC1ES AKD ZERO VISCOUS TEIitt AEQAXS
DO 120 tt=1,M!1AX 
DO J2Q L=1#LHAX 
=0.0 


































DO 2 L=2,KHAX 
X=X*DS
IF ( X. 01. 3.0) GO TO 1<«U
SLGFE2 = -(El-EE) *GA*0.5/(COSH (GA*(X-XO) ) *COSH (GA*(X-X0) ) ) 
GO TO 145




KSI (L) =S 
XP (L) -X 
SLOPEl=SLOPE2
2 CONTINUE




DO 5 L=1,LNAX 
SS=SS+DKSI 
DO 4 K=J,KflAX





IF ( X.GT.3.0) GO TO 146
NXNX (L) =♦(£1—BE) *GA*0 .5/ (COSH (GA* (X-XO) ) *COSfl (GA* (X-XO) )) 
XH (L)= (BI+EE) *0.5- (BI-BE) *TANH (GA* (X-XO) ) *0.5 
GO TO 147
146 NXNX (L) =♦ (BE-BF) *GF*Q. 5/(COSH (GF* (X-X F) ) *COSfl(GF* (X-XF) )) 
XK (L) = (BE+BF)*0.5- (fiE-BF) *TANH (GF* (X-XF)) *0.5
147 WElIE(b,100) KSI (K) #XW (L) ,XB (L) ,NXNX (L)
3 CONTINUE




CALL VECTOR (-1 . 93,7.88 ,fa. fa7, 7.88)
CALL VECTOR (fa. 67,7.88,6.67,-3. 12)
CALL VECTOR (fa.67,-3.12,-1.93,-3.12)
CALL VECTOR (-1.93,-3.12,-1.93,7.88)
DO fa L=1,LdAX 




XPI (L, Mj -AM (L)
YP1 (L,M) =Y 
fa CONTINUE
DO EE L-1 ,LMAX 
CALL VTE1CK (3)
CALL VTE1CK (3)
CALL VECTOR (XP 1 (L, 1) , IP 1 (L, 1) , XPI (L,i1HAX) ,YF I (L,d3AX)) 
56 CONTINUE
DO 44 -*.= 1, L 1 
DO 44 8=1,httAX 
CALL VTIilC K (3)
CALL VTNLCK (3)
CALL VECTOR (XPI (L, M) , YP1 (L, ft) , XE 1 (L* 1, fi) , YP 1 (L+1, H) ) 
44 CONTINUE 




A 1=dil AX- 1 
M2=NHAX-2









CC1=A0A* (Bl/PA) ** (0. 7 1 4)
Ej.=El*PC/fa894.8 
C0A=1.22/iO*lb.02)
COI=COI/ (0* Ifa. 02)
DO 14 L=1,LHAX 
DO 14 11=1 ,11 MAX 
U(L,H,R1) =0.0001 
V (L,M,N1)=0.0001 
P (L,d, 1) =LI 






00 ( I) = U (LJET- 1, MHAX, N t)
Vi# 4 1j =¥ tiJET-1 , H»AX,M 
PD(1) ®P ILJE1-1 #AHAX #N1)




BOD 42) =B0D ( 1)
DO 131 1=1tLflAX 
2HI(L) -XU(LJET*-1)




TIME 11) =0.0 
PHES 1(1) =P (1, 1, 1)/PC 
PLES2l1j=P 41,AAAX, 1J/PC 
B&ES3 {1) =P (b, HAAX, 1) /PC 
B=14.7*l.03
ENXEE 1U£ 113E STEP INIEGEATION
DO 060 W=1,UMAX 
DO 4b0 L=1#LSAX 
B=SwBl {1- + AXNY <L) *WXNY (L) )
CALL 6AP (Q,L,flhAX,AL,BE,DE, XD1# AL^BEl^DE!)
DXDY=DXES*ti*il*DYE3*BE*BE
DO 4b0 a=1,HHAX
CALL EOS (1 ,P(L,M#N1) ,B0(L,M,N1) ,TEKP,AS#D2,D3) 
UPA=ADSiU(Lfn,li1)) *W*DXE+ABS (V (L,rt,N1)} *BE*DIB*S^B1 (AS*DXDY) 
IP (L.Ev.1.AND.B.Ew.1) UPAH-OPA 




















0 t1 ,H,NS) “U .0 






If { JCCUlil.EQ.400 ) GO TO Ob 
JCOOU1-JCOUNT+1 
GO TO 64 
8b JCOUHT=1
C
C P u l t i l TEE SOLUTIONS
C
MH1TE (0,66) DTT,T 
DO b8G L=I,LB AX 
X=X*(L)
DXIO=DY*ili (L)
CALL HAP (0,L, 1,AL,BE,DE,LD1,AL1,BE1,D£1)
D¥10=D Y/ (b£)
X=-DY10
DO bdJ H=1,BHAX 
Y=Y*DYI0
VELUAG-SwLT {U (L, H, NJ) **1* V (L, H, N3) **2)
CALL EOS (S,P (L,fl,N3j ,BO(L,H,N3) , TEND, AS, D2, D3) 
XHACti=VELHAG/SQRT(AS)
PBES=P(L,B,N3)/PC 
B60=B0 (L,B, S3) *Gxx=x
YP=Y
XPI CL,fl) SXX 
IP1 (L, M) =YP 
UP=U(L,H,N3)
VP=V(L,H, K3)
NfiITE(u,320) L,B,XX, YP,UP,VP,PBES,fihO, VELH AG, Xfl ACH 
b80 CONTINUE
CALL GLAPd(XPI, YP1, N3)







88 FOBHAT ( /,bX,»D1=•,F12.9,3X,'T=»,F12.3,/)
100 FOBMAT (bX,4F14.5)
310 FOBHAT (16, 2bX, 46(CH) , 7X,4H(Cfl) ,6X,bH (B/S) ,7X,5H(H/S) ,7X, 




S ,  ------------------------------------------------------ '










S UEEOU1INE MAP (IP,L, M, AL, BE, DE,LB1, A M  , BE1, L E 1) 
♦ *♦♦♦♦*♦**♦*** **♦♦#**♦♦*♦**********************
THIS SUB SOUTINE CALCULATES THE MAPPlNii FUNCTIONS 
************************************ ************** ******
DIMENSION KSI(1000) ,XP(1000) ,XP1 (50,23) ,Y?1 (50,20) 
DIMENSION TIME (1502) ,PEES! (1502) ,PfiES2(1502) ,PEESJ (1502) 
COaaCN/ONESlD/UD(4) ,VD (4) ,PD (4) ,ROC (4)
CGMttON/SOLUTN/U (50 ,20 ,2) , V (50, 20 ,2) , P (50,20,2) ,
» K o (50,20,2)
COH MCN/CMNLC/LMAX, MM AX, NSAX, ICON V,FDT, GAMMA, EGAS, CAM 1 , 
i OAM2,OAMS ,LI,L2,M1,H2,DX,DY,D1, 1C11AE, NID, IESE,1UI,IUG,
$ Da&,DYE,LSTAE,N,N1,NJ,PSTAhS,0,PC,XL,LC,PLOU,ROLOW,EG,
$ DXX,XE I
COMMOH/OEdl&L/XH (50) , YK (50) , NXKY (50) , LT, XT,XI, XE,N DIM,
$ XWI (50) , YE I (50)
COMHGft/HCC/PT (20) , TT (20) , PE (20) ,1EX1EA,Im (20) ,ISUPEE, 
t UI (20) , Vx (20) , PI (20) , EOI (20) , IEX 
COMilCN/AV/CAV, NST,LSS, XMU,XLA,BKMU,XEO, *UI (50,20) ,
$ wfl'l>0,20) ,QPT (50,20) ,fcROT (50, 20)
COMflGN/H VCMU,CLA,CK, EMU, EL A, EK, CHECA, ITM,TML 
REAj* MNj ,Na NY,LC 





IF (IP.2y.1) RETURN 
BE1 = 1. O/Yb iLDl)

























THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE EQUATION OF STATE 
QUANTITIES
Di.BLN5i.ON KSI(1000) ,IP (1000) ,XP1 {50,23) , U  1 (50,20) 
DIMENSION TIME (1502) ,PBES1 (1502) ,PGES2(1502) ,PRES3 (1502) 
COMMON/ONE5ID/UD (4) , YD (4) ,PD(4) ,ROD 14)
COMHON/SOLUTN/U (50,20,2) , V (50,20,2) ,P (50,20, 2) ,
$ £0(50,20,2)
COMhQN/CNIRLC/LMAX,MMAX,NMAX,TCONV,FDX,GAMMA* EGAS,GAM1, 
i GAH2,GAh3 ,II,L2, Ml ,M2 ,DX,DX, DT,ICHAR, N ID, 1EBR, IUI,IU0, 
i DXR,D¥R,RSTAR,N,N1, NJ ,BSTABS,(j,PC,TC, LC, PLOW,ROLOH,£0,
$ DXX,XE1
CQKMON/GEHTRL/XU (50) ,XN (50) ,NXN¥ (50) ,LI,XT,XI,XE,NDlfl,
$ XHI (50) , XH 1 (50)
COMMuN/oCC/PT (20) , TT (20) , PE (20) ,IEX1RA ,TW (20) ,I5UPEB,
» UI (20) , VI (20) ,PI (20) , RCI (20) ,IEX 
COMMON/AV/CAV,NSl,LSS,XMU,XLA,BKMU,XBO,QUT(50,20) ,
$ qVI (50,20) ,QPX (50,20) ,QROT(50,20)
COMMON/RV/C HU,CLA,CK,E MU,ELA,EK,CHECK,1TB,THL 
BEAL £NJ,Na NY,LC 
GO TO (10,20,30,40,50,t>0,70,00,90, 103, 110,120,130,140,
* 150),II




































5 0 TEMP-PRESS/ (RH0*BG)
Dl=GAMhA*PBESS/RHO
RETURN




CALCULATE THE SOUND SPEED SQUARED FROM THE TEMPEBAIUBE 
ND1-AS)
70 D 1SGA MHA* RG*TE M P 
RETURN
CALCULATE THE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FROil THE 
STAGNATION
CONDITIONS ND1=PT# D2=1I,NM3=MA(,H NJ)




CALCULATE THE STAGNATION TEMPERATUTE FROM THE 
STATIC CONDITIONS ND1=FT,D23 TT,MN3=MACH MO)




CALCULATE THE MACH NUMBER ND23TT#HN3=MACH NO)
1U0 MNJ=SwAT ((D2/TEMP-U0)/GAM2)
RETURN
CALCULATE THE DENSITY FOR THE UNDER-EXPANDED JET(D1=PD 
rDL3&OD)
110 KiiO=D2* (PRESS/D 1) ♦* (1.U/GAMMA)
RETURN















BH0=DA* tGAH3*PRO + 1.0)/ (PRC*GAH3)
RETURN



























THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTERIOR MESH POINTS
DIMENSION KSI(tOOO) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (b0,20) ,YPl (b0,20) 
DIMENSION TINE (1b02) ,PBES1(1b02) ,P£ES2 (1SQ2) ,PRESS (1b02) 
COMHON/GNESID/UD (4) ,VD (4) ,PD (4) ,ROD(4) 
CGNMON/SGLUTN/U(bO,2a, 2) ,¥(50,20,2) ,?(S0,20,2) , 
f K0 (i»0 ,2 0 ,2 )




COMMON/oEM1RL/Xli (SO) , YN (bO) , NXNY (50) ,LT,XT,XI,XE,NDIM,
$ XNIibOj , INI (50)
COilriON/bCC/PT (20) ,TT (20) , PE (20) , IEXTRA,TW (20) ,ISUP£R, 
t Ux (20) , VI ( 20) , PI (20) , COI (20) , I EX 
COilttOW/A V/CAV,NST,IS5,XHU,XLA,RKttU,XEO,JUT(b0,20),
I uVT(5U,20) ,2PT (50,2.)) ,()£0T (50,20)




IF UCUAR.M S. 1) GO 10 4 0
COMPUTE THE TENTATIVE SOLUTION AT T+DT
DO JO L= 2, L 1
U=S^ui (1•+MXNY (L) *NINY (L) )
DO 20 *1=1, Ml
CAiiL HAP ( 1,1,M, AL,BE,DE,LD1, AL1,BE 1,DEI)
UD=U(L,H,N1)
VB= V (L, H, M 1)
Pi>=P (L,M,N1)
EOD=r O (L,H,N1)
CALL EOS (1 , PB, ROB, T,ASB,D2,D3)
U 1B=N*UB+DP 
Ii'(M.NE. 1) GO TO 10
COMPUTATION OF THE MIDPLANE MESH POINTS









DUDa = iUB-U (L-1, M, N 1) ) ♦ DXR 
DPDX=(Pb-P (L-1,H,N1) > ♦ DXR 
DuCDX= (SOb-RO(L-1,M,Nl))^DXR




HOHHS=-OlB*DBODX-EOB*H*DCIDX-rLOAl (1+NDIH) *&0 H*DVDY♦BE* 
$ vhOl lL, H)
PHaS=-UlB*DPDX + ASB*(HGEHS + 01B*DBODXJ +WPT (J-#M)
Gu TC 20
10 IF (NDlB.Ly.l) ATEBH=ROB^VB/(FLOAT (H-1) ♦DY/BE)
CUHPUXAION OF THE DERIVATIVES H U H  EE3PECT TO X
UVB=UB*AL+VB*BE+DE 
D'JDX= (UB-U (L- 1, H, N 1) ) *DXR 
DVDX=iVB-V (L-1,H,N1J) ♦ DXR 
DPDX= (P3-P (L-1, M, N 1)) *DXR 
DHODX=(EOB-EO(L-1,H,N1) ) *DX&
DUDi=(UB-0(1,3-1,111}} ♦DYR 
DVDY= (VB-V (L,d-1,N 1)) ♦ DYR 




BOB H3=-U1B+D HODX-U V B# DRGDY- BOB*(K^DUDX*AL*DUDY + BE*DVDY) 
$ -ATEBH+waOT (L,M)
PBHS=-U lo*D?DX-UVD*DPDY*ASB* (BOBhS+Bl B*DBODX«-UVB*DBODY) 
3 ♦ yP'X (L, fi)
V (L, h, N3) = 7 (L,M,N 1) <-7KHS*DT 
20 U(L,H,»J)=U(L,fl,N|)+UEHS^DT
P (L,fi,N3j=P(L,H,N1)+PSHS*DT 
BO (L,M, R3) =BO (L, M, N 1) ♦BOBHS*DT 
IF (P (L,H,U3) .LE.U.O) P (L, H, N3) = PLOW 
IF (BO (L,H, N3) .LE.0.0) EG (1, H, H3) =ROLOW 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN
CGHPUTE THE FINAL SOLUTION AT T+DT
«Q DO 70 L=2,Ll
H=SyRI (1. +NXNY (L) ♦NXNY (L) )
DO 70 H= 1, H 1










IF itt.NB. 1; GO 10 SO
DUi)X= (U(L+1 ,M,»3)-UB) *DXR
DVDX= (V (L+ 1, A, N3) -¥B) *i)XR
DPDX= iP iL+1 # H# N3) -PB) *DXB
DivOLX= (BO (L*1 $ N3) -ROB) *DXh
DV0i=(4.0*V (L,2,N3) -V(L,3,N3)) *.S*D3tB
V (L,H,Hj )=0.0
UttjiS=-01fl#i>0DX-«*DP])X/BOB+gUT (L, A)
RGRii3=-U lB*DRODX-HOB*K*DUDX-FLGAT (1 + ff D1A) ♦R03*BVi)Y*BE* 
$ yhOT (L#A)
P£3S=-U13*1>PDX+ASB* (HOBBS+01 B*DfiODX) + i)PT(L,A)
GO TO 60
C
SO IF (NDlii.Ew.l) ATERH-aOB*VB/(FLOAT(A- I) *DY/B£) 
UVi)=OL*AL+VB*BE+DE 
DUDX= (0 (£♦ 1,A,A3)-UB) *DXR 
DPOX= {P(L+1,A# N3)-PB) *DXR 
D VDX= (ViL+1 #H,S3)-V3) *DXR 
OHO Da = (RO (L + 1, h, NJ) -BOB) ♦DXR
C
VUJX= (U (Lv A+I#M3) — UB) *DYR 
D VD¥= (V (L« A+ 1* A3) — V3) *DYR 
DPDY- (P(L,tt+1# A3) -PB) *DY£t 
DRODY= (RO (L,A + I, N3) -ROB) ♦DYK
0RH3=-01B^D0DX-UVB*i)0DY-(B*BPDX*AL*DPDY) /ROB+QOT (L«H) 
¥RHB=-U1B*D¥DX-OVii*D¥OY-B£*DPDY/IOB+iFKL,H) 
ROiiBS=-UlB*DRODX-lIVB*DEODY-BOB* (M*DUDX*AL*DUDY*BE*DVDY) 
* -AT BuM+UROT (L« A)
PBHS=-U lii*i>PDX-UVB*DPDY+ASB* (R0 fias<-U1B*DR0 DX+UVB*DB0DY) 
S ♦ DPI
V(L#H#R3) = (V(L,A,N1)+V (Ltf A, N3) ♦ VBHS*DI) *.S 
60 0 (L,A,N3) = lU (L,A, N 1) +U (L,A,N3) +UBH5*DT) *.B 
P (i.,A#N3) = lP(L#H, H1) + P(L,A, N3) + PRHS+DT) *.5 
RO (L#h,33) = (R0(L#H,N1) +R0 (L,A,N3) +ROHflS*DT) ♦. S 
IF (P (L# A#N 3) .LB. 0.0) P(L,A,M3) =P10W 



















THIS SUbBOOTINE CALCULATES THE INLET MESH POINTS
DIMENSION KSI (1003) ,XP(1000) ,XP1 (b0,20) ,XP1 (50,20) 
DIMENSION TIME (1502), PELS 1 (1 502) ,PLES2 (1b02) ,PBES3(1S02) 
COMHON/ONESID/UD (4) , VD (4) ,PD (4) ,BOD (4)
COMMON/SOLUTN/U (bO ,20,2) , V (SO, 20, 2),p (bO,2J,2) , 
i EO (50,20,2)
CGHMON/CNXELC/L.1AI,MMAX,NKAX,TCONV,FDT,GAMMA, EGAS, GAM), 
$ GAM2 ,G*M3 , LI , L2 , Ml , M2 , DX, DX , DT, IChAI., N 1D, IERR , IUI,IUO, 
i DaH,DXfi, RSl'Afi, N, N 1, N3 , BSTABS,G,PC, TC, LC, PLOB, BOLDR,EG,
$ DII, X E 1
COMMON/GEMIEL/XH (bO) , XM (SO) , NXNX (SO) , LT,XT,XI,XE, NDIM,
$ XKI(bO) ,XfiI(50)
COaaON/bCC/PT(20) ,T T (20) ,PE(20) ,IEXTSA,TN (2 0) ,1S0 PEE,
$ 01 (20) ,V1 (20) ,P1 (20) , EDI (20) ,IEX 
COMMuN/AV/CAV,NST,LSS,XMU,XLA,RKMU,XhO,^OT(bd,20) ,
$ WVT (SO, 20) ,2PT (50,20) ,QEOT(bU,20)










CAl L MAP (2, 1,M,AL,BE,DE,2,AL1,BE1,DE1)
U2=U (L,M«N 1)
CALi> EOS (1,P(L,H,N1) ,£0(L,M, N1) ,T,AS,D2, D3)
A2=S^HT(ASj
If (ICoAR. NE.1) GO TO 40 
If (ISUPEE. EQ.-1) GO TO 30 
U (L,M,N3)S U2 
V (L,M,N3) =V (L, M,N 1)
30 A3=A2
CALCULATE THE PROPEEIX INTEBPOLATING POLXNOMIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
40 B0=(U(L+I,M,N1)-U(L,M,N1) )*DXR 
BV=(¥(L+ l,M,N1)-V(L,H,N1) ) *DXB 










B£Q= (EO (L*1 ,M, N 1) -&0 (L,B, Ml) ) *BXE 
3AL= (AL1-AL) *BX£
BBE= (BL1-EL) *DXE 
CU=U(L,B,M1) -BU»X3 
CV=V(L,ii,N1)-BV*X3 
C ?=P (L,B,ii1)-BP*XJ 
C£0=E0 (L,tt, s 1) -BB0*X3 
CAL=AL-LAL*X3 
CBB=Ba-BBE*X3
CAuCULal£ THE CROSS BEEIVAIIVE lMTEBPGLAllMG POLYNOMIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
IF(fl. Eu. 1) GO 20 50 
DU=(U(L*l,tt,H1)-U (L*1,H-1,N1)) *OYB 
DV= tV (L+1,il,H1)-V (L+1 ,H-1 ,N1)) *DYE 
OP= (P (L+1,H,N 1) -P(L-H,tt-1,N1) ) *DYE 
0£O= (BO (L+ 1 , PI, N1) -BO (L+1, B-1 , M1) ) *BlE 
DU 1- (U (L,a,N1)-U (L,fl-1,Ail) j *OYE 
B V 1= IV iL,H,Nl)-V(L,fi-1,Kl)) *BYE 
BP1 = (P iL,M , N1) -P (L, M-1 , Ml) ) *0Y &
BE01= (BO (L,H, M1)-£G(L,3-1,N1))*UYE 
GO TO 70 
50 D(J=0 .




DV1=(4.0*V (L, 2, N 1) -V(L,3,N1) ) *0.5*DYfi 
BP 1=0.0 
BEO1=0.0 
70 BBU= (BU-BU1) *0XE 
BBV= (BV-BV1) *DXR 
BBP=(BP-BP1)*DXK 






IF(lCliAB.Ewl) GO TO B0
CALL EOS (1,P(L,H,N3),RC{L,H, N3) ,1, AS, D2, 03)
A3=SQBI(AS)
BO BO *0 1L=1,2
X2=A3- (0 IL, K, M3) -A3+U2-A2) *0 . 5*BT



























CALCULATE 1 HE PS1 SERBS
If(il. E*. 1) GO 10 100 
AIERtt2=fiO<.*V2/ (DY+fLGAl (H-1) /BE2)





If (ICnAu.Lw.1) GO TO 170
CALCULATE THE CROSS DERIVATIVES AT THE SOLUTION POINT
IFlU.Eu-l) GO TO 120 
II lil.E^.HBAX) GO TO 130 
DUJ=lUiL,flO#N3) -U(L,H,N3)) *DYR 
DV3 = (V (L,il + 1,N3)-V (l,H,N3)i*DYH 
DP3= IP iL.d+1,N3j -P(L,M,N3)) *DYR 
D&03= 4RC(L,tt*1,NJ)-HO(L#H #N3) ) *DYR 
GO TO 140 
120 DU3=0.0




130 DUJ=iU (L,rirtAX, N3)-(J(L#H1,N3) )*LYR 
DV3= IV li.,aflAX,N3) -V (L, 81, N3)) *LYR 
DP3= (P (L,HilAA,N3)-P(L, 81, N3) ) *DYR 
DE03S (HO (L,HMAX,N3) -HO (L,M1,N3) ) *DYR







140 IE {Hm E*. I) GO TO 150
AT£anJ=aOli,Hr N3) *V(L,H#H3)/(DY*FLOAT (M-1)/BE)
GO TO ItoO 
150 ATEEa3sEC(L,H, N3) *BE*DV3 
loO UVJ= J (L, S, N3) *AL+V (L, H, H3) *£E
PSI13=- JV3*DBC3-EO (L, M# N3) *AL*BU3-LO (L,M, N3) *BE*DV3- 
$ AT Eft£l3 
PSI23=-UV3*DU3-AL*DP5/BO(I,H,N3) 
P5I43=-0V3*DP3+A3*A3*0VJ*DE&3 
GO TO loO 






SGLFS 162 C OH PATIB1LIT Y E L A T I O N  FOL P
IF lISU?2tf.£w. 0) GO TO 150 
EOAb=0. j* (B02*A2+B0 (L, B,K3) * A3)
Ai>=0. 5* (A.. + A3)




AO( 1,il, Ii3i =RO(2,B,N3)
GO TO 240
SGLV2 TUE COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS FOB U,V,P,AND BO
130 MN3=3uB'i‘ (0 (L#« , K5) *ViL,h, H3) + V (L, H, MS) *V (L, JS , H3) ) /A3 
CALL EOS (2,P2#K02,T2,AS#D2,D3)
DO 220 ITLa=1,20
CALL EOS (6 ,P(L#fl,BJ) ,BC(1,B,N3) ,TJ, PT («) ,TE (B) ,«NJ)
PB- (P2+P tL#fl,N3))*0.5 
T3= (12+13) *0.5
CALL EOS (6,PB,R0B,TB, AS,D2,D3)
U iL,6,H3) = U2+DT*PS12B+ (P (L,M,R5) -P2“ (PSI4B+AS*PSI IB) *BT) 
$ /(B03*SauT (AS) )
UbR3=HJi3
CALL EOS (7,PB, ROB, TJ, AS,D2,D3)
HH3=S«aT ((U (L,b#R3) **2*V (1,M,N3) **2)/AS)
IF(OKR3.NE.0.0) GO TO 210
IF (AbS (HE 5-OHM 3) .LE. 0.0001) GO TO 230
GO TO 220
210 IF(AbS((MM J-0MR3)/OHM3).LE.0.001) GO TO 230 
220 CONTINUE

















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BOUNDARY HESH POINTS AT 
THE EXIT PLANE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIMENSION KSI(IOOQ) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (50,2 0) ,YP1 (50,20) 
DIMENSION IlilE (1502) ,P£ES1(1502) ,P£ES2 (1502) ,PB£S3 (1502) 
COHHON/ONESXD/UD (4) ,VD (4) ,PD(4) ,EOD(4)




i DX£,DYR,£SXAR , N, N 1, N3,ES1ARS, G, PC, 1C, LC, PLOW,fiOLOki ,£G,
$ OXX,XE1
COHHON/GEM1EL/XV (50) , YB (50) , NXN Y (50) , LT, XT, XI, XE, NDlfl, 
f Xi»*t50) ,YWI (50)
COHMON/oCC/PT (20) ,1T (20) , PE(20) ,lEXiRA,Tif (29) , ISUPLB,
$ U i (20) , VI(20) ,P1 (20) ,ROI (20) ,1EX 
CGHMON/AV/CAV,NST,LSS,XMU,XLA,EKMU,X£0,QUI(50,20), 








1FIIEX 1*A. BQ. 1) GO 10 10
CALL EOS (1, P (LMAX, H,N1) ,E0 (LMAX,M,N1) ,X, AS, D2, D3)
A1-S^EI (AS)
IP (lEXIcU.EQ.2) GO TO 20
w=SwfiT (0 (LKAX,M,Nl) *0 (1HAX,M,N1) *V (LHAX,H,N1) *
$ V (LHAX, M, N 1} )
If (2/A 1. Li . 1.0) GO TO 20 
10 0 (LdAX,M,N3)=U (LI, M,N3) + FLOAT (IEX) * (U (L1,H,N3) -
* U (L2,H,NJj)
V (LMAX,H,N3)=V (L1,M, N3) +PLOAT (IEX) * (V (Li ,M,N3) - 
$ V (12,H, N3) }
P (LHAX,H, N 3) =P (L 1, H, U3} +FLOAT (IEX) * (P (Ll,tt,N3) - 
S P(L2,H,N3) )
















If(1CBA&.U2.1) GO 10 30 
U (i.MAX,d,M3)=01 
BO(LMAX#fl, ti3) =B0(LflAX,B,N1) 
AJ=A1
CALCULATE I BE PROPERTY INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL 
COEfFj.CLENTS
30 BJ=(UiLSAA#a#H1)-0(L1#B,N1}) *DXR
b v = tv (iMAX,ii,Ni)-Y(ii,n,Nij) * d x r
BP=lP(IiiAX,M,Nl)-P(Lt,M,NlJ) *DXR
BHO= (RG iLHA X,fl # N1) -BO (11# M# N 1) ) *1>XR










CALCULATE THE CROSS DERIVATIVE INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
lfia.E^. 1) GO 10 40
0 ii— (U (LMAX ,M#N1)-U (Lt1AX,H-1, N1) ) *DYK 
D¥= (V (LMAX, M, N1J-V (LMAX,M-1, HI) ) *DiF.
DF= (P (x.MAX,M,N 1) -P (LMAX,M-1, N 1) ) *D¥R 
DLO= (RO(LHAX,M#N1J-B0 (LMAX,K-1,N1)) *DYR 
il01=iU (L1#M,N 1 j -U (11,M-1,N1) )*DYR 
DV1= (V (Ll,M,Nl)-V(Ll,H-1,N1) ) *DYR 
BF1=(P (L1,d,N1) -P(L1#M-1,M1) J *DYfi 
DBQ1= (BO (i.1,M,N1)-B0 (L1,M-1, N1)) *DYR 
GO 10 60 
40 00=0.0




D¥1=(4.0 *V(L1#2,Nl)-V(11,3,K1) )*0.b*DYfi 



















C DBO= DE0-3DB0*X 3
CALCULATE X1 AKD X2
IFiICiiAb.Eu.1) GO TO 7 (J
CALL £03 I1,P (LHAX,rt,N3) ,RC(LJ1AI, M,N3j ,T,AS,U2,D3) 
A3=3wiil lASj 
70 DO d() 11=1,2
X1=X3- (U lLHAX,n,K3)+U1) *0.5*DT 
X2=X3- (0 LLilAX,M,N3)+A3+U2+A2) *0.*>*D1





CALL £ 0 3 i1,P2,E02,T2,AS,D2,D3)
A2=S£BTt AS j 
80 COHTINUii 
V 1= 3V*X 1 +CV 
P 1=BP*XI+CP 
E01=ou0*XH-CR0 



















CALCULATE THE PSl TEEMS







2I(H.Ew. 1) GO TO 9 0 
ATEBH2=AO2*V2/(DY*FL0Al(H-1//iiE2)
GO 10 100 
9 0 ATEBH2SB02*BE2*DV2 





lEilCllAA.E^. 1) GO 10 160
CALCULATE THE CROSS DERIVATIVES AT THE SOLUTION POINT
II (ft. Ew- 1) GO TO 1 10 
iF(H.Ey.HE) GO 10 120
DU3=(U (LHAX, H+ 1, N3) -0 (LHAX,H,N3) ) *BYH 
DV3= (V (LHAX,H+ 1, N3) -V (LHAX,H,B J) } ♦DYR 
DP3= (F (j.HAX,H+1 ,N3)-P(LHAX,H,N3)) *DYh 
LRG3= (HO (LHAX, ft +1, 113) - BO (LHAX,ft,M3) ) *DYfi 
GO TO 130 
110 D03=0.0
DV3=(4.0*V (LHAX,2, 113) -V (LHAX, J,M3) ) *0.5*DYR 
DP3=0.U 
DAO3=0.0 
GO 20 130 
120 HB=H2-1
0U3= (U (LHAX , HE, M3) -0 (LMAX,Hfl , N3) ) *DYH 
0 VJ= ( V 4LHAX,HE, K3) -V (LHAX,H3,N3) ) *DYH 
DP3 = (P (LHAX,HE,M3) -P (LHAX,H3,M3) ) *DYr 
DR03= (LO (i.HAX, HE, M3) -EG (LHAX,HB,M3)) *DYR
CALCULATE THE PSl TEKHS AT THE SOLUTION POINT
130 IF (uDxrl.Ey.O) GO 20 ISO 
II (M.E^. 1) GO TO 140
AT2*H3=iiG (LHAX, B,N3) * V (LHAX,M ,N3) / (DY*FL0A1 (H-1) /BE) 
GO TO 130 
14 0 A2EAH3—LC(LHAX,1,M3)*B£*D73 
150 UV3=V (LHAX , ft, M3) *BE+U (LHAX,ft, M3) *AL+DE
?SI13=-UV3*DR03-B0(LMAX,H,N3) * (DV3*BE+AL*DUJ)-ATEEH3 
P5123=-UV3*D03-AL*DP3/BC(LHAX,H,N3)
PSIJ3=-UV3*DV3- (DP3/HO (LHAX,H,M3) ) *BE 
PSI43=-UY3*DP3+A3*A3+UV3*DR03 
PS131B=(PSI31 + PSI33) *0.5+ £VI (LHAX, ft)
PS 1413= kPS 141 +PS14 3) * 0 .b * QPI (LHAX , ft)
PSl 123= (FBI 12+PS113) *0. b+yBOl (LHAX,ft)
PSI22B= (PSI22+P512 3) *0,5+ CUT (LHAX ,H)
PS 142 3= (PS142+PSI43) *0.5 +QPI (LHAX,ft)












SOLVE THE L OMPATIBILITX EQUATIONS FOH U,V,P, ADD BO
170 P(LMAX,M,NJ)=PE(M)
AB=0. 5* (A2 +A3)
BOB-0.b* (H02+R0(LAAX,H,N3j)
BO (LHAX, M, M3) =B01 *2.0* (P(LMAX,A, NJ) -P 1-DT*PSI41b) /
$ (A3*AJ+A1*A1)
IF(R0(LMAX#M,N3) .LE.O. Q) RO(LHAX,M,N3) =BOLOH 
U(LflAX,H,N3)=U2+ ( (PSI42b+ROB*AB*PSl22B+AB*AB*PSI12B) *DT 
$ -(P(LhAX,M,N3) -P2))/(ROB*AB)
V (LMAX,d,N3) =V l+DT*PSX3.1fi
CUECii Fua INFLOW AND If SO SET INFLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
IF(UiLHAX,M,N3) .GE.Q.O) G O T O  1B0
V (LHAX,H,MJ)s0.0
£0(i*fiAX,M,N 3) = 0. B* (BO (LMAX, 1 ,N1) +BO (LHAX,HHAX,N1J)
180 CONTINUE
V (LBAX,MdXX, N 3) =-U (LMAX,M MAX, N3) *NXNX (LHAX)
RETURN
END
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UtL(a,H3i=StlP4* (U (L-1,H,N3} + U(L*I,«,N3) +0 (L,ft-1, N3J +
* U(L,tt+1#NJj)+SHP*U(L#rt,N3j
If a, NJj =SaP4* (V IL-1 , fl#H3) +V (L* 1,fl,N3) +V (L, H-1# N3) +
* T(L#a«-1fUJi) +SHP*V(L,a,N3)
P(L,a,K3)=SflP4* (P(l-1#fl#N3i *P(L+1,M,H3) tP (L, fl-I , N3) * 
i P(l#a+1,K3))+SMP+P(L,a,N3) 
noil, a,inJj =SHP4* (BO (L~ 1,H,H3) +F0 (L+1, rt, NJ j +hO (Lf H-1, N3) 












TIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BOONDAL? MESfl POINTS AT 
TBjs BALL
DIMENSION KS1( 1000) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (bQ,20) ,YPl (bQ,20) 
DIMENSION TIME (1b02) ,PRESl(1b02) ,PRES2(lb02) fP&ES3 (1b02) 
COaMGN/ONSSID/UD(4) ,VD (4) ,PU (4) ,BOD(4) 
COMr1GN/SOLUTN/U(b0,20,2) , V (50,20,2) ,P(S0,20,2) ,
* BG(;»U,2 0 ,2 )




CCaMOfl/uEMTEL/XH (bO) , Yti (bO) , NXN Y (bO) ,L1,XT,XI,XE,NDIM, 
i AiJllJU) , YWI (bO)
COMMON/BCC/PT (20) ,2'X (20) ,P£(20) ,IEXTRA,T« (20) ,ISUP£E,
£ UI(JO) , Vi. (20) ,P I (20) , BOX (20) ,1EX 
COMMOA/AV/CAV,NST,LSS,XMU,XLA,RKMU,XEO,JUT(b0,20),
$ W VI (bO,20) ,2PT (b0,20) ,fcRCT(b0,20)
CGMMCN/EV/CHU,CLA,CK,EMU,ELA,EK,CHECK,ITM,TML
REAL MiU,KXNY,LC









W=Swri-i (1 .♦liXNX (L) *NXNY (L) )
DXB=DXX*H
DXE=DXD
CALL MAP ( 1, L, MM AX, AL, BE,DE, L D 1, AL1 ,E>E1 , DE1)
CALCULATE THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR FHEE-SLIP HALLS
IF ( JFLAG. E^.O) GO TO 120 
XWID=X«il (L)
If ( ICHAl .ES. 1) GO TO 100
IF (L.ME.LJET-2) GO TO 100 
0 (L+1,MHAX,N3)-0D(3)
V (Lt 1,HEAX , N3) =VD (3)






EG (L* 1 ' H U M , NJ) -EOD (3)
GO TO 120
100 IF (L.N2.LJET-1) GO TO 110
IF (ICttAu.EU.IJ 0OLD=0(L,flAAX,N1J 
U lL,tt&A2#h1)»UD(1)
V (L#ttilAX#tt 1J =¥D ( 1)
P ̂ ,ttttAX#N1J-£D (1)
EO (L,ttilAX,N 1) =EOD ( 1J 
GO TO 120
110 IF (L. NE.LJET) GO TO 120 
0(L-1,11HAI,N1)=0D(2)
¥ (L-1 ,&ttu2 # N1) = VD (2)
P (L- 1« HdAI / W 1) = PD (2)
BO(L-1,iittAX,N1) =EOD(2)
120 [M-U£L,tt*Aj>,Nl}





CALL E O S (1,P1,E01,T,AS,D2,DJ)
Al=SwuT(AS)
A2=A1













CALCULATE TilE PEOPEETY INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
140 *»U= (01-0 (L, Ml, til) J ♦DYE 
B¥= (¥ 1-¥ (L#H1,N1) )*DYB 
BP= (P I-P (L, H I, N 1) J ♦DYR 
LEO=(EOI-EO (L,tt1 ,N1J) ♦DYE 













CALCULATE I HE CROSS DERIVATIVE INTERPOLATING P01YN0HIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
DU= (U1-U (L-1 ,HMAX, N1) ) *DXB
DV= 1V1-V (L-1#NHAX,N1)J *DXR
DP- (P 1-P iL- 1,HHAX, N 1j ) *DXfi
DBU=t]i01-R0(L-1,HMAX#N1)) *DXH
D01= (U (L,h1,N1)-U (L-1,H1,N1) )*DXR
D V 1= (V twn1«N1)-V(L-1#ftl,Nl) ) *DXR
DP1=*P (L,M1,N1) -P(L-1,«1, N1) ) *DXR
DE01= UO (ii#N1#N1)-R0 (L-1,111, N1) ) *DXR
BDU=iDU-DU I) ♦DYE

















R02=BR0* X2 + CRO
CALL EOS(1 #P2#BG2f T« AD«B2#D3)













DAG2= 3DAu« Y 2 *CDBO 
ATEAa2=B02*V2/ IY2/BE)
PSI21=-01*BU1-DP1/B01 
PSIJ l=-0 l*DV 1
PSI4l=-U 1*DP1*A1*A1*U 1*DEC1 




lF(ICHAR.Eu- 1) GO TO 240
CARCDLAI£ THE CROSS DERIVATIVES AT THE SOLUTION POINT
If 1 JFi.AG. EQ* 0) SO TO 220 
IF I L.Ey.2 ) GO TO 220 
IF ( L.iiE.i.JET-1) GO TO 220 
GO TO 220 
220 BU3= (0 (L+1 s HilAX*NJ) -U3) *DXR 
DV3= (V (L +14 NMAX« N3) ~V3) *BXR 
BF3= (P iL* I «I1HAX«N3) -F3) *DXR 
Da03= (BO (L+1#£IHAX# N3)-i03)*DXfi 
GO TO 240 
230 BUJ= (U3-D(L-1 ,ftHAX#N3) ) *DX&
DV3= (V3-V (L-1,&HAX,N3) )*DXB 
BP3=(Pi-P(L-1, »NAXVN3) ) *DXH 
DR03=(B0J-B0(L-1,HMAX#N3) ) ♦DXE
ENTER THE FREE-JET BOUNDARY ITERATION LOOP
240 YU1 (L) =YU (L)
BO 330 NJ=1,10 
IF ( ICHAB.EJ.1) GO TO 340
IF { JFi.AG.LE. 0) GO TO 300
IF ( L.LI.LJET) GO TO 300.
IF ( NJ.Ew.1) GO TO 290
IF ( NJ. GT.2) GO TO 270
230 2U0LB=Yi(L)
POLD=P(L,NMAX, N3)
IF i B (Lf NNAXf N3) ■ LT. PE (NNAX)) GO TO 2b0 
Yfc'(L)-YU (L) +DELY 
GO TO 200 
200 XU li.) =XU (L) -BELY 
GO TO 200
270 IF ( P(L#NNAXf N3) .Eg.PCLB) GO TO 230 
DYDP= (YU (L)-YHOLB) / (P (L,HHAX ,N3)-POLB)












IF (YN(L).GI. (1.0+DYR) *YWGLD) YH (Lj = (1 * O+DYH) *YBOLD 
290 1UNY (Lj=-{jLk (L)-Ytf?(L-1))*DXR 
XKA (LJ = (YW (L) -YBI(L) ) /DT 
XfilO=X«2 (L)
CALL HAP ( 1,L,BMAX,AL,BE,LE,LD1 ,AL1,B E 1 ,DE 1)
AL3=S{*RI (AL*AL+Bfc*BE)
CAi.CULAl£. THE PSl TERMS AT THE SOL31ION POINT
300 IF { NDxM. £(*.0) GO TO 330 
ATLiili3=fi03*V3/(1.0/BE)
330 PSl 1 j=-U3*i)R03-fi03*DU3-ATERM3 
P SI23=-J3* 0 U3-X) P 3/&03 
PS133=-UJ*DY3
?S143=-UJ*OP3+As*A3*U3 *DRG3 




a 2 B = (A2+A3^ *0.b
RG2b= (R02+E03) *0. S
IF (1CUAR. £fi. 1) GO TO 3b0
PSx21b= (PSI21 + PSI23) *0.b* QUT (L* NMAX)
PSIJ 13= (PS 131 +PSI33) *0 .b+'jVI (L,MMAX)
PS14 1B= (PSI41+PS143) *0.b*QPX (L#MMAXj 
PSi12B= (P3112 + PSI13) *0.b+£RCT(L,MMAX)
PSl22B= iPSi22+PSI23)*0.b+£UT (L#MMAX)
PSi32b= (PS132+PSI33) *0.b+QVI (L,HHAXJ 
PS142ct= (PSl42+PS143) *0.b+CPT (L#KRAX)








SOLVE THE COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS FOB FREE SLIP BALLS 
36 J XM1D-0 »0




$ b£B* (V tL# MMAXf N3) -V2J J + (PSI42B* A2fc*A2B*PSI12B*SIGH*
3 R02b*A2B+ (ALB*PSI22B+BEB*PSI32B) ) *DT 
If (?(L#aMAX,H3) • LT.O.0) P (L«MHAX#N3) =PLOi*PC 
RO (L#MHAX«N3)~R01+ (P (L# MMAX, N3J -P1-P5I4 15*DT)/(A1B*A1B) 
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500 UD( lj =UO (3)
V 1> 4 1J -¥i) (J)
PD (lj =BD (3) 
fiOD(l)=fiOD(3)
CJi> (2) =UD (<*)
VD(2)=VDi4)
PD(2j=Pu (4)
ROD (2) =£<OD (4J 
510 CONTINUE 
OXE=DXX
IF ( JfL40.EQ.0j HETUEN 
IF ( jLCHAu • EQ. lj HESUEN 
U (LJET-1 ,MHAX,N1 j =UOLD 
IF ( JFLAO. EQ.-1) RETUEH 
YH1 (LHAXJ = YH (LHAX)
YU (LHAX) =4. 0*1 i (Ll j -YU (12)
MANY (i.MAX) = - (YU (LMAX) - YU (L1) ) *DXR 








SUBBOUXINE GBAPH(XP1, I PI, BP)
THIS SUBBOUTIHE PLOTS THE VELOCITY VECTOES
DIEEU5X0N KSI( 1000) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (50,20) ,YPl (50,20) 
DIBENSION 1IBE(1502) , PEES 1(1 502) ,PEES2 (1502) ,P£ES3 (1502) 
COHBON/ONESID/UD (4) ,VD (4) ,PD (4) ,HOD(4)
C0BN0N/50LUTN/U (50,20, 2) , ¥(50,20,2) ,P(50,2Q,2) , 
i £0 (50,20, 2 )




COdtiOB/GEUIBL/XH (50) , YH (bO) , NXNY (50) ,LT,XT,XI,XE,HDIfl,
$ XUI(50) ,YHI(5Q)
C08BGN/flCC/PT (20) ,1T (20) , PE (20) ,1EXTBA,TU (20) , ISUPEB,
S UX(20) , VI (20) ,P1(20) ,BOX (20) ,IEX 
CGBBQN/A V/CAV, NST,1SS,XBU,XLA,BKBD,XBO,QOT(50,20),
$ UVT (50,20) ,gPT (50,20) ,GBOT (50,20)
CGBB01i/fiV/CBU,CLA,CK, EBU, ELA,EK,CHECK,ITB,THL
BEAL BN3,NXNY,LC
XU (LHAX* 1) =0.0
XU (LBAI+1) =0.0
XU (LBAX+2) = 1. 0
YU (LBAX+2) =1.0
CALL VXHICK (2)
CALL AXIS (0*0,0.0,1AXIAL DISTANCE*,-15,6.0,0*0,
* XU (LMAX*I) ,XW (LBAX+2) )




CALL SYHBGL (0.7b,-1.25,.14,'VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN 
? THE DISCHARGE CBABBEB' ,0.0, 46)
SCHABBEB*,0.0,4b)
EPSILs 0*000001 
DO 2 L= 1,LBAX 
DO 2 B=1,BBAX
W=U (L, M, HP) *0 (L, B, BP) ♦ V (L ,B, NP) * V (L, fl , HP)
Q1=SQ£I(Q)
IF (L.Ek. 1*AND. B.EQ.1) (JBAX®Q1 
If (ul.Gl-WBAX) QBAX=W 1 
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 L*1,LBAX 
DO 3 fl-1,BBAX




XT 1=0 (L, H, NP) *0. 25/fiHAX 
7X1=¥ (L* »t NP) *0. 2 V Q A A X  
212= ABS (XT I)
7T2=AES (XT1)



















THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS A PlOH VARIABLE VBRSUS TIBE 
AND LOCATION
DIBENSION KSI(IOOO) ,XP (1000) ,XP1 (50,20) ,XP1 (50,20) 
DIBENSION TIBE (1502) , PRES 1(1502) ,PRES2(1502) ,PRES3 (1502) 
COBBON/ONESID/UD (4) ,VD (4) ,P0 (4) ,ROD(4)
COHHON/SOLUTN/U(50,20,2),V (50,20,2), P (50,20,2),
$ R O (50,20,2)
CONBON/GERZB1/XH (50) ,IN (50) , NXNX (50) ,LT,XX,XI,XE,HDia,
$ XBI(50) ,XNI(5Q)
COBBON/BCC/PT (20) ,IT(2Q) ,PE(20) ,IEXXRA,.TH (20) ,IS0PEfi,
$ 01 (20) , VI (20) ,PI (20) , BOI (20) ,1EX 
CONHON/AV/CAV,N£T,LSS,XBU,XLA,RKHU,XRG,Q0T(50,20) ,
$ wVI (50,20) ,QPT (50,20) ,QBCT(S0,20)
coaaoN/BV/cnu,c l a,c k,e b o,i la,e k,c h e c k,i t s,t bl
BEAL BN3,NXNX,LC 
CALL VXHICK (2)
CALL NSC ALE (TIHE, 5. 0, N, 1, 1)
CALL NSCALE (PRES 1,5. , N, 1,1)
CALL NSCALE (PBES2,5. ,N, 1, 1)
CALL NSC ALE (PBES3, 5. , N, 1, 1)
CALL GRID (0.,0.,2,5., l.,2,5.,1.)
CALL AXIS (0. ,0.,(XXH£ IN SECONDS',-15,5. ,0.,TIHE (N* 1) ,
S XlBE(N+2)j 
XBAXSANAX1 (PRES 1 (N + 2) , PRES2 (N+2) ,PBES3 (N+2) )
XH1N=AHIH1 (PRES 1 (N+1) ,PBES2(N+1) ,PBES3(N + 1))
CALL AXIS (Q.,Q.,»DISCHARGE PRESSURE IN PSl*,25,5. ,90.,
$ XHLN,XHAX)
CALL VXHICK (3)
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C INI U A L  COUDITIONS 
DO 19 L= 1, LHAX 
DO 19 H>1,BHAX 0 (L,fl,Ml)=Q.0 




DO 15 L=1,LBS 
DO 15 I1>HCB#NMAX 
0(L,H,N1j>0.0001 0 (L, 11, H3) =0.0001
V (L#fl#N3) >0.0001 
f (L#H,HI) =0.0001 
PlL,H,H1)=BI 
P(L,H,N3)>BI 
BO (LffljHI) >C01 
BO (L,H,N3) =COI 
Q OT (L* H) >0 • 0 QVS (L,H) >0.0 
QPT (L#H) =0.0 
QBOI (L, H) =0-0
15 COUXUiQE 
00 16 L=LCB#LHAX 
00 16 B>1#BCB 
0 (L, II, Nl) =0.0001 
0 (L*fl#N3) >0.0001 
V(L,M,N3) >0.0001
V (L,H#B1) >0.0001 
P (L,H,H1) = 14.7*PC 
P(L«A« H3)>14.7*PC 
BO (L#H«N 1) >COA 
BO (L«H,N3) *COA 
Q UT (L# tt) >0 • 0 
QVI (L,H) >0.0 
QPI (L#fl) >0.0 
QBOZ (L,H)>0.0
16 COHUUUE







£G1*2B7.0 RG2*2U7. 0 
G0*1.0 
G L* 1. 0 
GN*1.0 
I COS’ IB 


















DO 71 K*1* KfiAX 
OBBL (K#1) *0.0001 
0£fii.(K,2) *0.0001 
PBBLIK, 1)*1«013£*5 
PBBL (K#2) *1.013E+5 
ABEL (K« 1) — 1.22 
EB8L(K,2) *1.22 
71 CONTINUEPB8L(KflAX,1)=1.012E*5 
£B£L (EflAX, 1)*1. IB 
DS*2.0/(FLOAT(KHAX-1)) 
X*Q.Q-DS 
DO 700 K*1 # KHAX X*X+DS 

















MBIXB( 6« 10 ) TSHOCK,XSH,PSH DO 72 K=1,10 
PfiBL (K# 1) “PCHABG 
PBBL (K,2) *PCHABG 
BBBJU (K, 1)«£CHAfiG 









OPBOJ (1) *031 
PBPBOJ (1)*P3L 
SiaE(l)*0.0 ICOOUT-1 








EMZEfi SIEP TIME IVXBGBATION
DO 660 M*1,MBAX
IP { HPC.££.1 ) 00 TO 76
DO 460 1*1CB«LHAX
BX*SQBX <1. * BXMX (A) ♦MX H X (I) )
DO 460 B*11BCB
BI=SQBT (1. tBXHX (B) ♦HXBX (fl) )
AS-P (1#B,Ml) *GAHHA/BO(l,H/B1)
DKDX* BX4BX*DXBS♦«!*MI*D¥BS
OPA*ABS iO(X.#B# B1) ) *SX*DXB+ABS(V(1,B,Ml))*MX*DIB«> 
$ SyBTtAS*DXDI)








J)0 4b I L“ I # LBB B*=SuIT(1.*MXlII(L) *MIMY(L))
DO 4b 1 BbBCB,BBAX 
MX*SgBXll.tMYHX(fl) tim(R))
A S*P (L« fl , 11) *G ABBA/BO (L#B , H1)
DIDX=MX*HX*DXRS*BJ*MX*DYBS
0PA«AB510 (L,B, M 1) ) *MX*DXB*ABS (T (L,B,M 1) ) *BI*DXB*
$ SyfiT IAS*£»XDY)





t b s x b+dxx




CALL IBXBB (LCB2#LBB1» 1«B1)
CALL BDBX 1 OB )PE(1)SPBBL (2# Ml) *PC/6B94.2 
PIMB«PE(1) *47.876 




CALL IMIEB (LBB«L1# 1«BCB1)
CALL IMXEfi 11CB2 ,LBB1,1 ,B1)
CALL BDBX ( OB )CALL SBOOXH(2#LCB1,aCfi2#flflAX)
CALL SBOOX ti (LBB2,L1,2, BCB)
CALL SBOOXU (LCB2,LBB1,2,BBAX)
CALL BDBX ( OB )
DO 21 L*1,LCB 
0 (L«BCB#M3) *“DB 
21 COMXIMOS 
BCB3bBCB**2
0 (LBB,ECB, M3) *0.2b*(0 (LBB 1#BCB#M3) ♦2.0*0(LBB,BCB 1 #B3) ♦
$ 0 (LBB2# BCB #M3) )
V (LBB ,HCBf 13) -0.25* (T (1BB1, BCB, M3) *2. 0*7 (LBB, BCB1,13) ♦
$ ¥ (LBB2# BCB, M3) ) 
f (LBB #BCB, M3) *0. 25* (P ( LBB 1, BCB, M3) *2.0*P (LBB ,BCB1, M3) ♦
$ P(LBB2, BCB ,M3))BO(LBfi,BCB, M3) *0. 25*(BO(LBB1,BCB, M3) *2.0*BO(LBB,BCBI,M3) ♦ 
f  BO(LBB2,BCB,M3) )
CALL EXIT ( 0 )IP ( XPNEi. CT. 0.021 ) GO 10 27XPOLD-XPMB1
TPOLD=UB*3.208
CALL PISXOM ( VPOLD,XPOLD,VPMEM,XPNEN )
0B-VPMEH/3.20B
IP ( M.EU. 20 ) CALL GBAPH ( M3,T,?PM£i )
IP ( ABS ( XPMEB-XSX£P).LT.O. 0254*(XM (LCB)-XH(LCBI))) 
$ GO XO 28 
LCB* LCB 1 
LCB1*LCB“1 
LCB2=LCB+1 
DO 452 tt=l,i!CB 
0 (LCB,fl,Eli -0 (LCB2 #fl, M1)
V(LCB,fl,M1)*V (LCB2,A, M 1)
P (LCB,fl,Ml) *P(LCB2 ,8,(11)
EO(LCB,fl,MI)*BO(LCB2,H,M1)
0 (LCB,II, M3)*0(LCB2,fl,M3)
T (LCB, fl, M3) -f (LCB2, H, M3)
P (LCB,fl,M3) =P(LCB2,H,H3)
£0 (LCB,fl, M3) >£0 (LCB2, H,M3)
452 COMIINOE
XSXEPsXPMEH
HfillE (6,10) PIMB,BII,XPMEM,VPMEH 




28 HA£~0.0IP ( MPLOr.E2.70 ) CALL GBAPfl ( M3,X,TPMBV )
IP ( flAIM.EQ. I ) GO TO 24
IP ( M.EU.1 ) GO SO 79
IP ( IB. LI. 0TB ) GO TO 89
Xfi*0.0 79 HAfi=0.Q
OA¥■ (0 (LflAI, 1, M3) ♦ 0 (LflAX, flCB, M3) ) *0. 5/3. 208 
EOA¥* (£0 (LflAX, 1, M3) *£0 (LH AX, flCB,M3) ) *0. 5*32. 194*16.02 
PA¥* (P(LflAX, 1,M3) +P(LflAX,BCB,M3)) *0.5*6894.2/PC 
OfifiL (1 ,M3) *UA¥
£BBL(1,M3) *£OA¥
PBBL(1,N3)«PAV 
76 IP ( MPC.Eu-1 ) T*T*DXBCALL BA£££L ( B5,IH,MPC,DTB,MPLQT,M1,M3 )
J>0 1 K-1,KflAI
DPBEL (Kj - (PBfiL (K, M3) -PflfiL (K, M1) ) /0TB 
OOBBL (fl) * (0B£L(K, M3) -0BBL(K, Ml) ) /BXB 






IF ( X5L. GE-BBLE ) GO 30 890 
IF ( T.GS.XSBOCK ) IH*2 
IF I I SHOCK (8PLOT) • GS. IE2DX) 1H*-1 
IF ( X5B. GI.XB2DX ) IH=1 
IF ( JCO0BT.BQ.200 ) GO TO 11  
IF ( MPC.Efl.1 ) GO 30 84 
GO 30 89 
77 JCOUBT-1 
LCOUBX-t
VBIXE (6 ,88) DT,T 
DO 74 Ks 1,KHAX 
X«XBBL(K)*100.
V£LSUBBL (K, 83)
PBES=PBBL(K, 83) *0.001 
PBESS*PBES*1000.
BBO-BBBL (K, 83)
CALL SHEBtlO { PBESS,BHO,A)
XHACH-VEL/A
8 fill £ (6,110) X , TEL, Pfi ES, BHO , XflACH 
74 COBTIBOE 
B BITE (6, 103)
89 HAB-0.0
IF ( MPC.Ew.1 ) GO 30 84
(JAV* (0 (LHAX,1, B3) *0 (LflAX# BCB,M3) ) *0.3/3. 208 
£OAV-(fiO (LHAX,1 ,B3) *£0 (LHAX, BCB, 83) ) *0. 3*32. 194*16.02 
PAV= (P (LBAX, 1,83) ♦P(LKAX,8CB,B3) ) *0.5*6894.2/PC 
OBBL (1,83)-IIAV 
BBBL (1 ,M3) =BOA¥
PBBL (1,83) =PA¥
DO 22 L=2,KHAX
UBBL (L,B3) =UBBL (L, 81) »D8BBL (L) *DT1 
PBBL (L, B3) -PBBL (L, 81) ♦DPBBL( L) *DTT 
BBBL (L,B3) -BBBL(L, 81) +DBBBL(L) *D33 
22 COBSIBOE
24 UAB-0.0
IF ( JCOOBT.EQ.10000 ) GO TO 85 
JCOOBX-J CO 083*1 
GO 30 84 
85 JCOOBT-1
8 BIXE(6,88) DTT,T 
DO 580 L*1,LBB 
DO 580 H«HCB,BHAX
¥£LBAG»SUBI (0(L,fi,83) **2*¥(L,M,I3) **2) 
XHACH-VBL8AG/5QBT (P (L, tt, 83) *GAHHA/BO (L, H,B3) )
DBES-P (L,B , 83) /PC 







580 COJiXINOE00 581 L*LCB,LI1AX 
00 581 8=1,BCB
VEL8AG=S&BI (0 (L,8 , 83) **2+ Y(L, fl, 13) *»2) 
X8 ACH*V£L8AG/SQBT (P (L, 8,M3)*GA88A/BO (L,8,B3) ) 
DB£S=P(L,8 , 13)/PC 




VBITE (6,920) L,II, XP,IP,0P, VP,OBES,£80, YEL8AG,X8ACH









C PBI8X THE SOLDIIOHS
890 BBIIE (6,88) DT,T 
OSSsAZ*OZB 
XPPBOJ (1) *0.28 





XP ( XL1.GE.2.0 ) DSS-0.0
XLl=XL1*DSS
XCAB (L) SXL1
XP ( XJ4.GE.2.0 ) GO 10 993 
XJ4=XPB0J(L) +0X5 
XPPBOJ (L) «XJ4 
GO SO 992
993 XPPBOJ (L) =XPPBOJ (L-1)
992 COBZXHUEHBITE (6,10) XCAB(MPLOX),XCAB(1)








00 1112 L=l,HPL0T 
PBEF1 (la »PBEF1 (L) *0.001 




CALL BSCALE (PBEF1 ,5.0,M,1 ,1)
CALL flSCALE(PBEF2,b.0,li,1 ,1)
CALL llSCAL£(TIHE,4.0,lf, 1, 1)
TIB£(M+1) *0.000 
TIflE(H+2) s0.003
CALL AX1S(0 .0,0.0, •TIME (S) • ,-8,4.0,0. 0,TIBE (H+1) ,
9 TIBE(N*2))
XBAX=ABAX1 (PBEF1 (H +2) , PBEF2 (11*2) )
XBIH= ABX111 (PBEF1 (M* 1) ,PBEFI(lf + 1))
CALL AXI5(0.0,0.0,' PBESSUBE (KPA)',14,5.0,90.O,XBIH,XBAX) 
CALL LIHB(XIHE,PBEF1, B, 1, 20*2)
CALL LIKE (IIBE, PHEF2, B, 1, 20, 0)
CALL VECXOB (0.0,0.0,0. 0,6.0)
CALL YBCXOB(0. 0,6.0, 5. 0, 6.0)
CALL YECXOB (5. 0,6. 0,5. 0,0.0)
CALL YECXOB (5.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)
CALL EOPLOX (1)
CALL SHOK ( HPLOT )
XF ( XSB0CK.b e. 1) CALL SUOB2 ( HPLOT )
CALL EOJOB
FOB BAX STATE BE NTS
08 FOEBAT ( /,5X,'DT**,F12.9,3X,'T*',F12.9,/)
101 FOEBAX (101,'LOCATION*,141,'VELOCITY*,13X,'PHESSOBB*,
$ 8X, 'OEMSXXX*, 6X, 'BACH BOBBEfi',/)
102 FOBBAX ( 15X,' (CB) *,15X,* (B/S) ',15X, ' (KPA) ', 10X, • (KG/B3 
$ ) • , 15X, • (BO) • ,/)
103 FOBBAX (/, 11X,'X4L',1U,'04L',11X,'P4L',11X,'B4L',1IX,'
$ 'jL4fl',11X,'04fi',13X,'P4B',11X,'B4B',/)
920 FOBBAX (1H,7X,2I5,4F12.4,F13.5,F12.6,2F12.4)
10 FOBBAX (5X, 9E14.5)
110 FOBBAX (10X,F8.3,14X,F8.3,13X,3(F8.3,8X))
910 FOBBAX (1 fl, 25X, 4H (CB),7X,4B (CB), 6 X,5H (B/S), 7X,5H (B/S), 7X,
$ 6fl (KPA) , 7X,7fl(KG/B3) ,5X,5B (B/S) , 10X,2BBO)
100 FOBBAX (5X,4£14.5)
















SUBROUTINE BASSEL ( DS,Ifl«NPC«DXfifNPLOT,N1fN3 )
XHIS SOBSOUIIME IS OSES FOB THE CALLING OF SHE DIFFERENT 
SUBROUTINES NEEDED XO CONFUTE THE FLON VARIABLES 
THROUGHOUT THE BARREL
CONNON/CONXBL/ XC0R,IB,E1,S2,E3,E4,G0,GL,GN,G1,G2,SG1,RG2 




C0BB0N/03/DPBRL (70) ,DUBBL(70) , DRBBL(70) # NX 111 (B) ,NX1X2 (8) 
S ,NC(14)
COaBON /D4/ X1L,I1B,U1L,U1S,P1L,P1R,R1L,B1R,B2L
coaaoa / d v  xpsoj(1 0 1 0),uproj(1010),pbpsoj(1010),
S ABPBOJ (10 10) f XSHOCK ( 1010),USHOCK(1010) ,TIRE (1010) ,
$ XCAB (1010) ,XFPROJ (10 10)
coaaoa / o i v  prefi (1 0 0 0),pbef2 (iqoo),ncoont














DO 840 &*1,KHAX 
IF ( IH1.EQ.1 ) GO XO 96
IF ( IH2.EQ.1 ) GO TO 99
IF ( K.Ew. 1) GO TO 840
IF ( IH.Nfi.-1 ) GO TO 94
IF ( K. BQ. RBAX) GO TO 810
94 FAR-0.0
COBPUXE THE PBOPERTIES OF THE FOUNTS LOCATED AT THE LHS 
OF XHE PROJECTILE
























PBBL (K,H3) *P4 
BBBL (K,83) *B4 
IP (11. BE.2) 60 10 840 
IF t BPC.BB.1 ) 60 TO 840 
0BEL(1,M3) *0BBL (2,83)
PBBL (1,83) *PBHL (2, 83)
BBBL (1,83) *BBBL (2 ,83)
GO TO 840
740 IP ( XBfiL(K).GT.X1.A8D.XBBL(K) .LT.ZL1) GO TO 750 
IP ( IH.BE.-1 ) GO TO 92 
GO TO 760 
750 K1*K
IP ( IB- BE* ~1 ) GO TO 92 GO TO 840
POI8TS LOCATED BETBEEB THE LHS A8D THE BBS OF THE 
THE Pa OJ EC TILE
760 IP (ZBBL(Z) -6T-XL 1-A8D-ZBBL (K) -LT.ZB1) GO TO 840
LOCATE THE P0I8T TO BE OSED FOB THE BBS OP THE 
PBOJECTILE
IP ( XBBL(K) -6T-ZB1 • ABD-ZBBL(K) -LT-Z3BDZ) GO TO 780 







07*UBBL (X2+ 1, 81)
P7*PBBL(K2*1,81)
1U6








CALI* B 1 S 2 L E  I DVB, 2 )
C




IBITE ( 6,10 ) RPL0T,X41, Q4L,P4L1,B4L, P4B1,B4B,I,IB 





1B1XE (6, 1111) PBBF1 (MCOURT) ,PBEP2(HC008T)
1111 PQBJUT (S0K,2E14.5)
XPBOJ (BPLOX + f) *X4L 
OPfiOJ (MPLDT+1) *U4L 










700 IF i XBBL(K).GT.X3BDX) GO TO BOO 

















OBfiL (K,83) *04 
PBBL (K,83) »P4 
fififiL(K#83)*fi4 
60 SO 840
810 OBBL (K1,83} *0.5* (04L+OBfiL (K1~1,83} ) 
PfifiL(K1,83}*0.5*(P4L+PBfiL (KI-1,83))
BBBL (K 1, 83} =0. 5* (H4L+BBBL (K 1- I ,83) )
OBfiL (K2, 83) *0.5* (04B* OBfiL (K2* 1,M3) )
PBfiL(K2, 83) =0.5* (P4B+PBBL (K2»1,H3))
BBBL (K2, 83) =0. 5* (B 4B*fiBBL (K 2+1,113} )
H3=K1+1 
H4*K2-1 
DO 73 H=H3,a4 
OBfiL(H,113} *04L 













PBBL (K,B3) *P4 
BBfiL (K,83) *B4 
GO XO 840 
82 BAB*0.0
IP ( lH.Ew.2 } 60 SO 95



















HBITE (6,10) HPLOT,X41, U4L,P4L1,B4L,P4B1,B4B,S,IH XPBOJ(MPLOT+1) *X4L 
OPBOJ (MPLOX +1) =04L 
PBPBOJ (HPLOT+1) *P4L 
X1L»X4L 
X1B*X4B 







0BBL (K,H3| *01L 
PBBL(K,H3)*P1L 
BBBL (X, BJ) =B1L 
60 SO 840
C SHE SHOCK BAS OCCOBEO IHSIDE TAB BABBEL 
95 BAB=0.0



















HBITE ( 6,10 ) HPLOT,X41,04L,P4L1,fi4L,P4B1,B4B,f,lH 
XPBOJ (HPLOS ♦!) *X4L 












60 TO 640 
111 HAfi*0.0
LOCATE POUTS BETBEEB THE LBS AID THE BUS OP THE 
PBOJECTILE
XP ( XBBL(K).GT.XX1 ) GO TO 97
OBfiL(K,13) *01L
PBBL (KfB3) «P1L
BBBL (K# 13) *B1L
GO TO B40
97 HAB*O.Q














































OBfiL (KSB+1, M3) -U4L 
PBfiL(KS6+1,H3) -P4L 
fififiL (KS6+1 , 13) -B4L 
ISHOCK (MPLOI + 1) -X5H 
0 SHOCK (MPLOT+1) -USH 
B4fi*B2L 
P4B-P2L
HBITE (6,10) HPLOT,ASH, OSH ,P2L,P2B, B2L,£2fi 
GO 10 B40
C P01MIS LOCATED IM FOMT OF THE SHOCK
99 HAfi=0.0
OBfiL (K,M3) —02B 
PBBL (K,M3) -P2B 
BBBL (K, M3) -B2B 
640 COMXIMOE
XSUOCK (MPLOT+1) -ISA
OSHOCK (MPLOT + 1) -OSH
X3DS-2. 0-3. 0*DS













THIS SOB£00HUE CALCULATES THE PBESSOBE AHEAD OP THE
projectile
COB HOB / 0 1 V  PBEF1 (1000),PBEF2 (1000) ,HCOUHT 
PA* 1.031E+5 
IMA=O4L/34 0.
XHAI*1./XHASPAHT*SQB1 (2.4*2. 4*0.2S*0 .25+XHAI*XHAI)
P4BI«PA* (1, ♦1.4*XHA*XHA* (2.4*0. 2V5PABZ))
P4BT*PA* (I. +0. 2*XHA) **7.0
P&EF1 (BCOUBT) *P4fiI






OE 01  OS (1 0 0 0 * 0 * 1 1 * ( s i x - I I ) so t) i t
37/0f*XO-ftX*fX 
(T+(rt/OM =37 







0 ?  0 1  0 9  (OalS * 0 0 I T )  31  01
ftI ain orot? sxflaiomaoo aiiwaaxaa oh? i 10103 axtooi
9X*tbb-9b*700 ia/ (90-00) *tbb
9X *733-93*730 


















3 9 t i no3sax?! SHiwaaxaa an? sari0B3O03 i t i x t r t  anraao
3 B 'Y 3 '£ 0 '  X
£3'£.O'£X'9B'93'9O'9X'08'03'0O'0X',ft0'ft3'ftn'ftX /id/ R0BB03
eob ' 19 0 ' ?o' i o ' ro'is'09' i»a ' e x  'eb '  i a 'ax 'aooi /ibxroo/robbod
3 B '0 0 B '0 3 H 'a n B 'l0 a '7 3 H 'lf lH 'O l'B 7 '3 7  7 9 3 0























60 TO 10 
30 QPxB*A/GO
XP“GL*P1*QP*01
LOCATE POINT 3 AND DETEBHINE COEFFICIENTS ALONG LINE 34




50 (1*0. 5* (03+0 4)
P*0.5*(P3+P4)
8*0.5* (83*84)
CALL TflEBHO (P#8,A)LO=1.0/0 
X3=X4-*DX*GN/L0





GO TO 40 
60 AO= A* *2/GO
XO“GL*P3-AO*B3
CALCULATE THE PBOPEBTIE5 AX POINT 4, AND TEST FOE 
CON7EBGENCE
IF (IE.EQ.9j GO TO 90 
1*1
IF ( II£B. EQ.Q) P4*P6 
70 04“ (XP-GL*P4)/QP 
B4= (GL*P4-I0)/AO 
CALL X8E8B0 (P4#B4f AOj 
B4“04/A4 
FF* FLOAT (84-HE)IF(ABS(FF) .LT.Q.QQQQ1) GO XO 100 















100 IF (lX8fi.80.ICOP) BETOfifi 
IF ( ITfifi.EQ.O) GO TO 110





GO TO 10 
EDO
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IP (I8.EU* 1 ) 60 TO 20 
X4B*X3£+DX
LOCATE P0IHT 1 AMO DETEBBIBE COEFFICIENTS ALONG LIME 14
20 G~ G 1






B=0. b* (fl 1+8 4L)
CALL THEBBO (P,£f A)
LP= 1.0/ (U+A)
X1*X4L-D3?GM/LP
IF (AES(X1-X1S).LT.0.0001} GO TO 40 
115*11
01*BUL*X1+BUL 
P 1*BPL+X 1+BPL 
Bl*BBL4X1+BBL 
GO 30 20 
40 QP*£^A/GO
TP*GL^P1+Q?+B1
IP ( XH.Ej.l ) GO TO 70
LOCATE POINT 2 AMO DETEBEIME COEPPICIEMTS ALOMG LIME 24
50 G*G2




















60 XO SO 
70 QN*B*A/GOTtt=GL*P2-UH*02
DEIEEHINE COEFFICIENTS ALONG LINE 34
IF ( I2EB.GT.0) GO XO 80 
F4L*P3l









IF ( ifi.Ba.1 ) GO TO 95 
G=G2
CALL XBEfiHO (PB* BB, AB)
AOfi=AB**2/GO 
XOfi=GL*P3fi-AOB*B3B
CALCULATE IBS PROPERTIES AT POINT 4 ANO TEST FOB 
CONVEBGENCE
04B*U8ISLE 





B4LS (G L*P4 L-TOL) /AOL 
IF { ITEB.EQ.ICOB) BETOBN 
IF 1 IXEB. EQ.0) GO TO 90
IF ( (ABS (X4 L-ID) .GT.E4J.0fi. (ABS (U4L-0D) . GT. E1*UD) )
9 GO TO 90
IF I (ABS (P4L-PBL) . GT. E2*PBL) • OB . (ABB(B4L**BDL) .GT.E3*BDL) ) 
$ GO TO 90 
IF ( IH.EU-1 ) GO XO 90IF ((ABS (B4B-B0B) -1T.E2*BDB) .AND* (ABS(B4L-BDL) .LX.£3*BDL 





f i m  a f i i l l


















THIS SUBRD0X2HE CALCULATES THE PB0PBBT2ES ACBOSS 
A SHOCK HATE
0EF2NE UOASI-STEADI SHOCK HATE PBOPEHIIBS 
HEAL LP,LH, I D , BUL« BPL, MEL,flOB#HPB ,BBS, HP
COflHOH/COHXBL/ XC0E,2E,E1,E2 ,E3fE4,G0, GL, GB,G1,G2,HG1,SG2 
COHHON /DO/ XBBL(70) ,OBBL (70,2) #PBBL (70,2) ,KBBL(70,2) 






CALL XflBBHO C P4R,R4fi,A1 )
Rl=¥ 1/A1
CALCOLAIE PBOPEBX2ES BATOS ACEOSS SHOCK BATE POB A 
PESPECX GAS
¥2Y1*(2.0+ (G-1.0) *B1 **2) /( (GO.O) *B1**2)
B2B1 *1.0/¥2?1
P2P 1*2. 0*G*R1**2/(G*1. 0) - (G- 1. 0) / (G* 1. 0)




















SOfifiOOTIBE SHOCK ( DT, 13 )
X U S  SDBBOUXIBE CALCULATES THE FLOB PBOPEBTIES AT THE 
LEFT ABO THE BIGHT SIDES OF A SHOCK HAVE
BEAL LP,ia,LO,HUL,HPL,flfiL,fiUfi,BPB,Hfifi#fiP
COHHQB/CQBXBL/ ICOfi,IE,E1, E?,E3,E4,G3,GL,GN,G1,62,B61,HG2 
COHHOB /DO/ XBBL (70) ,UBfiL(70,2) ,PBBL(70,2) ,BBBL (70,2) 




DEFIBE 1M1TIAL PBOPEBTIES AMD DETBEHIBE IHXEBPOLATIBG 
POLXBOUALS 








HPL* (P8-P3 L)/DX 
fiPL=P3L-HPL*X3 HBL=(B8-B3L)/DX 
BBL=B3L-HBL*X3 
LOCATE POIBT 4 




CALL IBXEB AID SHCK TO DBTEBHIBE THE SOLOZIOI AT POIBTS 
4L AID 4B 










CALL THEBHO ( P,B,A )
LP* 1 -0 / (0*A)X1*X4-DT*GN/LP
161




GO XO 30 
40 flP=B*A/GO
XP * G L * P l* k iP * 0 1  C CALCULATE S4BBO AHO TEST FOB COHVEBGENCE 
P4BBQ* (XP-i}P*04L) /GL 
DP*P4L-P4BBO
IF ( ABS (OP ).LT.E2*P4L) BETOBI 
IXEB-1XBB4-1
IF ( ITEB.GZ.ICOB ) BETOBH 








































SOBBOOTINE POINT ( 01 )
SOBBOOTINE IB TEE CALCOLAIES THE SOLUTION AT AI IITSBlOfi 
POINT
HEAL LP,LH, 10,HUL,HPL, HBL#HOB,HPB,BBB,HP
COHHOI/CONTBV IC0B,IE,E1 ,B2 ,E3, E4,G0# GL,GN,G1,G2, BGl,RG2 
COHHOB /D1/ X4,04,P4,B4,X5,0S«P5,B5,Xb,06,P6,B6#X7,07,P7 
$ ,fl7,PA,H£





























LOCATE POINT 1 AND OBTEBHINE COEFFICIENTS ALONG LINE 10














B»0.5* (B1+B4)CALL THE fill 0 (P,B#A)
LP*1.0/(0+A)
X 1= 24- DI *GN/LP
IP (ABS (X1-X1S) .LT. 0.0001) 60 TO 40 
X1S*XI








GO TO 10 
40 Qpsfi*A/GO
TP*GL*P!♦yP *01
LOCATE POIBT 2 AH0 DBTEBB1NE COBFFICIEBTS ALONG 24










IF (ABS(X2-X2S) .LT.0.0001) GO TO 80 








GO TO 50 
BO QB*B«A/GOIB»GL*P2-yfl*02
LOCATE POINT 3 AID D2TEBBIHE COEEFICIENTS ALONG LINE 34













IF (AB5(0) .GT.I.OE-b) GO TO 110 
LO*0. 0 13=14 
GO TO 120 
110 LO*1.0/U
13=14-DX*GN/LO 
120 IF (ASS (23-13S) .LT.0.0001) GO TO 140 




GO TO SO 
130 03*H (IB*23* fi UR 
P3=HPB*23*J3PB 
£3=Hfi£*X3+BBR 
GO TO 90 140 AO=1**2/GO
TO»GL*P3-AO*B3
CALCULATE THE PBOPEBTIES AT POINT 4,AND TEST FOB 
CONVERGENCE
04“ (TP-THJ / IQP* QB)
P4= (IP-uP*04)/GL 
B4* (GL*P4-TO) /AO 
IF ( ITER.Efi.ICOB) BET ORB 
IF ( ITER. E3*0) GO TO 150IF ( (ASS (U4-0DJ .GT.E1 *0D) .OB. (ABS (P4-PD) • GT. E2*PD) ) 
A GO TO 150 















SUBROUTINE SB0H2 ( V }
TBIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE PROJECTILE CHARACTERISTICS
COHHON /D5/ XPROJ (1010) ,UPROJ (1010) ,PBPROJ (1010) ,
* IBPBOJ (1010), IS BOCK (1010) ,0SHOCK (1010) ,TIHE (1010} , 
$ ICAR (10 10} ,XFPROJ (1010}
CALL VTHIC K (3)
CALL VECTOR (0-0, 0.0, 0.0,6.0}
CALL VECTOR (-0.5,0.0,-0.5,6. Q)
CALL VECTOR (-1 .0,0.0,-1.0,6.0)
CALL VECTOR (-1.0, 6.0, 4.5, 6.0)
CALL VECTOR (4.6,6. 0,4. 5,0.0)
CALL VECTOR (4.6,0.0,-1 .0,0.0)
CALL NSCALS(TIHE,4.0,N,1, 1)
CALL NSCALE (XSHOCK,5.0, N, 1,1)
TIHE (N+1)*0.000 
XIHE (N *2) *0•001CALL AILS(0.0,0*0, 'TIHE (S) • ,-8,4.0,0. 0,TIHE (N*1) , 
i TIHE(M*2))
CALL AI1S(0.0,0.0,'DISPLACEMENT (fl)',16,5.0,90.0,
$ XSHOCK (N*1) ,XSHOCK (N*2))
CALL L1NE(TIHE,ISHOCK,N,1 ,0,0)
CALL VXHICK(O)CALL NSCALE (TIHE,4.0,N,1, 1)
CALL NSCALE(U5HOCK,5.0,N,1,1)
IIHE(N*1) *0.000 TIHE(N+1)*0.001
CALL AIIS(0.0,0.0,'TIHE (S) • ,-B, 4.0,0.0,TIHE (N* I) ,
$ IlHE(N«-2))














SOBROOTIIE SHOi { H )
THIS SOBHOUTXME PLOTS A PROJECTILE VARIABLE VESOS TIHE
COflttOM /05/ ZPROJ(IOIO) ,0PROJ(1010) ,PBPROJ (1010) ,
9 XBPROJ (1010) , XSHOCK (1010 ) , OSHOCK (10 10) ,IIHE (1010) , 
9 XCAR (10 10) ,XFPROJ (1010)
CALL VTHICK (3)
CALL VECTOR (0.0,0. 0, 0.0,6.0)
CALL VECTOR (-0. 5,0.0,-0.5, 6.0)
CALL VECTOR (-1.0,0.0,-1.0,6.0)
CALL VECTOR (-1. 0,6.0, 4*5, 6. 0}
CALL VECTOR (A. 5,6. 0,4. 5,0.0)
CALL VECTOR (4.5,0.0,-1 .0,0.0)
CALL ESCALB(TI8E,4.0,V, 1, 1)
CALL H SC ALE (XPROJ, 5.0, B, 1,1)
TIHE (H*1) >0.000 
ZIHE(H*2) =0.001 
TIHE (H+2)>0.003
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'TIME (S) ■ ,-0,4.0,0. 0,TIflE («»1) ,
$ III1Z(H*2))
CALL AXI5(0.0,0.0, 'DXSPLACEHEHT (H) ', 16,5.0,90.0,
9 XPROJ (B +1),XPROJ (H*2))
CALL LI BE (TIHE, XPROJ, E, 1,0,0)
CALL VIHXCK(O)
CALL XSCALE(TIHE,4.0, M, 1, 1)
CALL MSCkLS (OPROJ,5.0, N, 1, 1)
TIHE(H+1) >0 .000 
ZIHE(S+2)>0.001 
TIME (1+2)>0.003
CALL AXIS(0.0, 0.0, *TIHE (S) • ,-H,4. 0,0.0,TIHE (N+ 1) ,
9 TIHE (H+2) )
CALL VTHIC K (3)CALL AXIS (-0.5, 0. 0, • VBLOCITX (H/S) • , 14,5. 0,50.0,





TIHS(H + 1) >0.000 
TIHE(H+2)>0.001 
TIES(H+2) >0.003
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0, 'TIHE (S) • ,-8,4.0,0.0,TIHE (H + 1),
9 TIHE (H+2))
CALL VTHICK (3)CALL AXIS(-1.0,0.0,•PRESSORE (KPA) •,14,5.0,90.0,
168
$ PBPfiOJ CM>1 J *PBPfiOJ (i*2))
$ PBPfiOJ(*♦2))





















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTERIOR BESH POINTS
C0HB0N/D6/ 0(50,20,2) , ¥(50,20,2) ,P(50,20,2) ,HO (50, 20,2) 
COHHON/D7/ LHAX, HflAX ,H CB, ICB , IBB , N, N1, N3, L 1, L2, fl 1, H2,
$ HCB 1,HCB2,1CB1, LCB2, LBfil,LBB2, GAHHA,D X,D I ,DT,ICHAR,DXR , 
S DIB,BSTAR,BSTABS,G,PC,LC,PLON,BOLOH,BG 
COHHON/08/ XP1 (50,20) ,YP1 (50,20) ,RSI (2000) ,ETA (2000) ,
$ PX (2000) ,PI (2000) ,XH (50) ,18(20) ,NXNZ (20) ,XE I,
S NDIfl,PDS,APCOBHON/D9/CAV,XHU,XLA,BKHO,XRO,QUT(50,20) ,QVT(50,20) ,
S OPT (50,20) ,QROT(50,20) ,PE(20)





IF(ICUAB.NE.I) GO TO 80
COHPUTE THE TENTATIVE SOLUTION AT T+DI
00 30 LsLS,LF
B=SQHI (l.+NXNI (L) *NXNI (L) )
DO 30 flsB5 ,HF
HY=SfifiT (1 .♦ NINX (H) +NXNX (H) )
UB=U (L,H,N 1)
Vfi>V(L,B,N1)
PB=P (L,H,N 1} 
fiOB«BO(L,fl,N1)
A SB-P (L, H, N3) *G ANN A/HO (L, fl, N3)
U1B*U*Ufi»DP 
IP(B.NE.1) GO TO 10
COBPUTATION OP THE BIBPLANE BESH POINTS
COHPUTAION OP THE DERIVATIVES NITH BE5PECX TO X
DUDX*(Ufl-U (L-1,fl,N1)) *DXB 
DPDX* (PB-P (1-1, B ,N 1) ) *BXB 








C0BP0TAI0B OF THE DEBl¥ATIFES BITH BESPECX XO X
D¥DX> (U. 0*¥ (L, 2, M1)-¥ (Ltf 3# B 1) ) • .5*DIH 
V (I.,M3) >0.0
0£HSs** U1 B*D 00 X-B*D POX/BOB*QUT (L, fl)
BOBHS=-U 1B*DB0DX-BO£*H*DODX-FLOAT(UBDIB) *£OB*D¥DX 
S ♦BE+UBOT(l#B)
P£HS>~01 B* DPDX+ASB* (BOBHS*01B*DBODX) ♦QPX {L, H)
00 XO 20
10 IP (H0IB.EW*1) ATBBH>HOB*¥B/XH(B)
COMPUTE! OH OF XH£ DEEI TATI TBS BITH BESPECX TO X
B¥fi*UB*AL+ BB*BX+D£
D0DX= (OB-U (L-1f fl« B1))*DXB 
D¥DX= (¥B-f (L-1, B, B 1) ) *DXB 
DPDX>(PB-P(L-1,B,S1))*DXH 
DfiODX* (£OB>EO(L-1#BfB1))*DXB 
00BX> (Ofl-U (L, 8- If B 1) ) *DIB 
D¥DX*(¥B-¥ (I>fH-1f M1) } *DXfi 
BPDI> 4PB-P (L#B- 1, Bl) ) ♦DIB 
D£ODX= (BOB*BO (L, B- 1, B 1) ) *DYR




P£HS>-U 1£*DP£X-0YB*DPDX*ASB* (BOBHS+OIB*DBODI*OYB*D£ODX) 
9 *ttPT(L,fl)Y(L,Hf»3)=V (Lf a#Hl)+YBHS*DT 
20 0 (Lfjlf B3J>0 (Lfflf Ml) ♦0BHS*DT 
P (L#«fN3)=P{I.ffl/Hl) *PBBS*BT 
BO {Lf Bf N3) >BO (LfHfMI) *£OBHS*DT 
IF (P ILf B# B3) -LE. 0. 0) P (L,Bf B3) *PLOB 
IF(BO(LfBf M3).L£.0.0) BO(I# B, B3) * BO LOB 
30 CONTIMUE 
BBXOBM
COBPOXS XB£ FIBAL SOL0TIOB AX T*DT
<10 BO 70 LsLSfLF
I>SQ£l (1 .+ BXBY (L) *MXBX (L) )
DO 70 B>BS«BF
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6 COM XXV(IE00 7 L=i,BB,Ll 
0 (L,VCB,M3j*0(L,8CB1,M3)














SUBROUTINE SMOOTH (LS,LF,BS, KB AX)
II1I5 SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SBOOTH TUB PLOH VARIABLES
C0BB0M/D6/ 0 (SO,2 0 ,2 )  , V(5 0 , 2 0 , 2 ) , P (SO,  2 0 , 2) ,  BO (SO, 20 , 2) 
C0BB0N/B7/ L flB X ,B B lX ,flC B ,lC B ,L B fi,H ,l1 ,B 3 ,L 1 ,L 2 ,a i,B 2 , 
f  flCfil,BCB2,LCB1,LCB2,LBB1,LBB2,GABBA,DX,OX,DZ,ICBAB,OXE, 
S BXB,BSXAfl,BSTABS,G,PC,LC,PLOii,BOLOR,BG 
c o a a o a /n a /  x p i  (so , 2 0 ) , i p i  (S 0 ,2 0 > ,x s i(2 0 0 0 > , e t a (2 ooo> ,
S PX (2 0 0 0 ) ,  P I  (2000) ,X«(SO) ,T B (20) ,IX N I(2 0 ) ,X E1,
$ B 01fl,P0S,A P
COflHON/B9/CAV,XND,XLA,RKHO,XBO,QOT(50,20) ,QVT(S0,20) ,
$ Q PT(50,2G ) ,QHOT(5 0 ,2 0 )  ,PE (20)
BEAL NXNX,NUX,LC,KSI
K1«KBAX-1 
J* H S -1
s u p *0.50 
SBP*0. t s  
SUP= 0 .9 5  
S B P *0.25SAP4*0.25* (1*0—SBP)
BO 20 L=LS,LF
0 (L,KBAX,N3)«SBP4* (0 (L -1 ,  KBAX, N3) *0 (L+1,KBAX, V3)
$ +2*0*0 (L ,£ 1 ,K 3 ) ) +SBP*0 (L,KHAX,N3)
Y (L , KBAX ,  N3 ) =- 0 (L, KB A X , K3) *N IB X (1)
P (L , KBAX, M3)*SBP4* (P(L -1 , KBAX,N3) +P(L+1 , KBAX, 13)
$ +2. 0*P (L , K 1 ,B 3)) +SBP*P (L,KBAX,B3)
BO(L,KBAX,N3) -SBP4*(BO (L - l,KBAX,B3) +BO (L+1 ,KBAX,B3)
$  * 2 • 0*BO (L ,K 1,N 3) ) +SBP*BO (L, KBAX,  V3)
0 (L , J ,  M3)=SBP4* (0 (L -1 , J , M3) +0 (L + 1,J,M 3) +2* 0*0 (L, BS,B3) )
S + S B P * 0 (L ,J , B3)
Y (L , J,M3) -SBP4* (V (L -1 ,  J,N3) + Y (L + 1 ,J, M3) +2.0*V (L ,B S , 13) )
$ +SBP*Y (L, J ,  B3)
P (L , J ,  N3)*SBP4* (P (L— 1, J,M 3) +P (L + 1,J,M 3) + 2 .0 * P  (L ,B 5,B 3) )
$ + S flP *P (L ,J,V 3)
B O (L ,J,N 3) -5B P4* (BO (L - 1#J#M3) *BO (L+1, J ,N 3 ) +2*0 
* *B O (L ,B S,M 3))+SB P*B O (L,J,N 3)
BO 20 BSB5,K1
0 (L ,B , N3) «SBP4* (0 (L - 1,B ,H 3) + 0(L+ 1 ,B ,I3 )  +0 (L ,B - 1 ,N3)
9 +0 (L,B+ 1,B3) ) +SB P*0(L , B, 13)
Y (L ,B ,M3) -SBP4*(V (L -1 , fl,B3) ♦ Y (L + 1,B, 13) ♦? (L ,B -1,B3)
S +V (L ,B +1,N 3)) +SBP*Y(L,B,B3)
P (L ,B ,N J)* S B P 4 * (P (L -1 ,B ,N 3 ) + P(L +1,B ,B 3) + P (L ,B -I ,N 3 )
S + P (L ,B + 1 ,N 3 ))+ S B P * P (L ,B ,1 3 )
BO (L , fl ,  N3) *SBP4* (BO (L -1  , f l , K3) +BO(L+1,fl, B3) +BO (L ,B - 1, B3)












SUBROUTINE PISTON ( VP OLD, XPOLD,VPH£N,XPNBH )
IBIS SUBBOUTINE CALCULATES SEE PISTON VARIABLES
COBBON/D6/ U (50, 20,2} , ? (50, 20,2} ,P (50,20,2) , BO(50,20,2) 
CONBON/D7/ LHAX,BHAX,flCB,LCfi,LSR,N,N1,N3,Ll,L2,Hl,fl2,
$ HCB1,HCB2,LCB1,LCB2,LBB1,LBR2,GAHBA,DX,D¥,DX,ICHAB,DXR, 
$ DXR, BSXAfi,BSTABS,G, PC,LC,PLOB,BOLOB,BG 
COBEON/OB/ XPt (50,20) ,XP1 (50,20) ,KSX(2000) ,ETA(2000) ,
S PI (2000) ,PI (2000) ,XH (50) ,XH (20) , MXNX (20) ,XE1,
S NDXB,PDS,AP
COflNQN/D9/CAV,XBD,XLA,RKHO,XRO,QUT (53,20) ,Q¥T (50,20),




00 1 H=2, BCB 




C OETEBBINE THE PISTON VELOCITY
VPNEH—VPOLD+DELTAV 











SUBROUTINE GBAPH ( BP,T,TPNEfl )
IBIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS IBE TELOCITY TECTONS 
AND PLOTS TBE PHYSICAL GBID
COHBON/D6/ 0(50,20,2), Y (50,20,2) ,P (50,20,2) ,20(50,20,2) 
COBBON/J)7/ LBAI ,BBAX, BCB, LCB,LBB,N,N1,M3,L1,L2,B1,B2, 
t  BCB 1 ,BCB2 , LCB1,LCB2 ,LBB1,LBB2 , GABBA, DI, BY , DI, ICHAH, DIB, 
S DYR,RSI AB,BSTABS,G,PC,LC,PLOH,BOLOH,RG 
COBBON/D8/ XP1 (50,20) ,YF1 (50,20) ,KSI(2000) ,ETA(2000) ,
S PI (2000),PI (2000) ,XB (50) ,YB (20) ,BXNI (20) ,IE1,
S NJ)IB,PBS, AP
COBHON/DB/CAT,ZBU,XLA,RKBO,XBO,QOT(50,20) ,QYT(50,20) ,
S OPT (30, 20),QBOT (50,20),PE (20)
BEAL NINY,N XHX,LC,KSI
CALL BBCT(-2.43,-2.53,8.5,11.0,0.0,3)
DO 220 L*1,LBAX 
IP ( L. LI. LCB) GO TO 6 
IF ( L.LE.LBB ) GO TO 8 
J1= 1
JBAX*BCB 






J Is BCB 
JBAXSBBAX
7 CALL TECTOB ( XP1 (L,J 1) ,YP1(L,J1) ,XP1 (L,JBAX) ,
S YP1 (L, JBAX) )
220 CONTINUE
DO 230 L*1,LBB1 
DO 230 B«BCB,BBAXCALL TECTOB ( XP1 (L,fl) ,YP 1 (L,H) ,XP1 (L* t,B) ,YP1 (L* 1 ,B) ) 
230 CONTINUE
DO 240 L-LCB,L1 
DO 240 B* 1,BCBCALL TECTOB ( XP1 (L,B) ,YP1 (L, B) ,XP1 (L+1,B) ,YP1(L+1,B) ) 
240 CONTINUECALL RECT(0.0, 0.0, IB (BCB) ,IB (LCB) , 0.0,3)
CALL PAIEBN (0.0,0. 0,18 (BCB) ,XH (LCB) ,0. 03,3)
PPN*FLOAT(N)
FPN1*1*1000.
XN (LBAX* 1) *0.0 IB (BNAX* 1) *0.0 




CALL AZXS ( 0.0# 0. 0, • AXIAL DISXAHCE (CH.) • ,-20,7.0 ,0,0, 
$ XH(LHAX*1) ,XH(LHAX*2))CALL AXIS ( 0.0,0. 0,'BALI OS (CH.) *,12,3.0,90.0,
$ X8 (HHAX + 1) ,XH (HHAX*2) )
CALL SXHHOL(0.00,-1.00,.14,* PIGOEE THLOCIZX 
$ DISXBIBDXIOH 1H THE HAIH CHAHBEfi*,0.0,51)
CALL SXHBOL (3.25,-.075,. 14,* TIHE STEP* ,0.0,9)
CALL I0HBEE (5.00,-.875,. 14,PPH,0. 0,-1)
CALL SXHBOL (0. 1,4. 3,. 14,* TIHE*' ,0.0,3)
CALL SXHBOL (2. 0,4. 5,. 14,* (HS) *,0.0,4)
CALL HUHBEB (1. 1,4.3,. 14,PPH1,0.0,2)
CALL SXHBOL (0. 1,3. 0,. 14,* PISXOH VELOCITY*' ,0. 0, 16)
CALL HUHBEE (2.3, 3. 0, . 14, VPNEH, 0. 0,2)
CALL SXHBOL (3. 23,3.0,■ 14, 9 (H/S) *,0.0,5)
CALL SXHBOL (0.1,4.0,.14,* CHAEGE PBESSUBB*3,000.KPA*,
S 0.0,25)
EP5IL*0.000001 
BO 2 L*1,LHAX 
DO 2 H* 1,HHAX
Q*U (L,H, HP) *U (L,H,HP) ♦ V (L, H, HP) *V (L,H, HP)
Q1>SQBZ(Q)
IP(L.£w. 1.AHB.H.EQ.1) QHAX*Q 1 
IP(Ul.GT.yflAX) QHAX*Q1
2 COHXINUE
BO 3 L*1,LHAX 
DO 3 H*1,HHAX
IP(L.Ew*1.AVD.H.E^.1) GO TO 3 
X 1SXP1 (L,H)
X1=XP1 (L,H)




IP (XX2.LX.EPSIL.AHD.XX2.LS.EPSIL) GO XO 3 
XX* XI m i
xx*xxm i














SOBBOUXIME SXIT ( 1EITBA )
IBIS 5 OB BOOTHE CALCULATES THE EXIT HESH POUTS




COHHOB/OB/ XP1 (50,20) , XP1 (50,20), KSI (2000) ,ETA (2000) ,
$ PX(2000),PI (2000) ,XH(50) ,17(20) ,MXHI(20) ,X£1,
$ HD1H,PDS,AP
COMHON/D9/CA?,XHU,XLA,BKHU,XfiO,QUT(50,20) ,Q7T(50,20) ,










DO 1 M=1,HE 
PE(M)SPE(1)
1 COB TIM UE ATEB»2=0.0 
ATEEH3=0.0 
DO 100 HS 1,BE 
IF (IEXTBA. EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
AS»P(LHAX,H, H1) *GAHHA/BO (LHAX,H,M1)
A 13SQBT (AS)
IF (IEXTBA.EQ.2) GO TO 20
Q=SQBX (U (LHAX,H, H 1) *U (LHAX,H ,N 1) ♦? (LHAX,H, M1) *
S T (LHAX, H, Ml))
IF(0/A1.LI. 1*0) GO TO 20 
10 U (LHAX,H,M3) *0 (L1, H, M3) ♦FLOAT (ISX) * (0 (L1,H,M3) - 
$ 0(L2,H,M3)) V(LHAX,H,M3)*V(L1,H,H3)»FL0AT(IBX)«(7(L1,H,I3)- 
S V(L2,H,M3))P (LHAX,H,M3) *P (LI ,H, M3 ) ♦ FLO AT (IE!) * (P (L 1,H, 13) r 
* P(L2, H, M3) )BO (LHAX, fi, M3) >BO (L 1, H, M3) ♦FLOAT(IEX) * (BO (Ll, H, 13) - 
$ BO (L2,H,M3) )













IP (1CBAB.0£• 1) GO XO 30
0(LBAX,B,B3)*U1
BO(LBAX, B, B3)*B0(LBAX,fl,0 1)
13*11
CALCULATE IBS PROPERTY IMTEHPOLATIOH POLIOOBIAL 
COEFFICIENTS
30 B0* (0 (LBAX , fl,0 1) -0 {L 1,0,0 1) ) *DXB 
BV* (V(LBAX,fl,01)-V(L1,fl,01)) *DXB 
BP*(P(LBAX, B,01) -P (Li , B,01) ) *DXB 
BBO* (BO(LBAX,B, 0 1) -BO(L 1,0,01) )*DXB 
BAL* (AL-AL1) ♦BIB 
BB£=(BE- fi£l)*DXH 
BOB* (DE-DEI) *0XB 
CQ=0 (LBAX, 0,01) —B0*X3 
CV*V (LBAX,B,01) ~BY*X3 
CP*PiLBAX,B,01) -BP*X3 




CALCOLAXB THE CBOSS DERIVATIVE IOTEBPOLATIOG POLYBOHIAL 
COEPFICIEHIS
IP (B. EQm 1) GO TO «0
DO* (0 (LBAX,fl,01)-0 (LBAX.fl-1, Ml) ) *DXB 
OV* (V (LBAX , B, 01) -V (LBAX,B-1, 01) ) ♦ DXB 
OP* (P(LHAI,B,11) -P (LBAX,fl-1,01) ) *OXR 
OHO* (HO (LBAX,B,01)-HO (LflAX.B-1,01)) *0YB 
001* (0 (L1,H,01)-0 (L1,fl-1,H1))*DIB 
OV1* (V (L 1,fl,01) -V (L1, B-1, 01) ) *DIB 
DPI* (P (LI. B,01) -P(LI ,B-1, 01) ) *DXB 
0&01* (HO (L1,B, 01)-£0 (L1,B-1,01) )*0JH 
GO XO 60 
40 00*0.0




0 V1*(« .0*V (LI ,2.01) -V (LI ,3,01) ) *0. >*DIB 
DP1*0.0 
OB01*0.0 

















CALCULATE XI AHD X2
IP(ICHAB.Efi. I) 60 10 70
AS=P (LflAX,fl,B3) *GABflA/BO(LIIAX,fl(N3)
A3-SQBX(AS)
70 00 80 IL=1,2
XI=13- (U (LBAX,fl,M3)+01) +0.5+DT 
X2=X3- (0 (LBAX•fl,M3) ♦ A3 +02 *A2 ) *0 . 5+DT


































I F lMOIfl.Eu.0) 60 TO 100 
IP(fl.Eu.1) 60 TO 90 
ATSRB2*r62*72/ (Dl*FL0AT (B-1) /BE2)
60 TO 100 
90 ATERB2*a02*BE2*072 
100 PSI31*-U71*D7 1- (OP 1/BO 1) *BE1 
PSI41*-U71*DP1*A1*A1*071*DB01
PSX12*-0 V2 * DR02-AO 2*072*B E2-ATEB H2-R02*AL2*00 2 
PSI22*-072*002-AL2*DP2/B02 
PSI42*-072*BP2*A2*A2*072*DR02 
IFllCHAB.Eg.l) GO TO 160
CALCULATE TUB CfiOSS OEBI7AT17ES AT THE SOLOTIOH P01HT
IF(M. ££. 1) 60 TO 110 
IF(fl.Eg.HE) 60 TO 120 
0 03* (0 (LHAX ,fl*1 ,M3) - 0 (LHAX,fl,M3) ) *01A 
073* (7 (LHAX,fl+t,M3)-7 (LBAX,H,M3) )*DIB 
OP3* 1? (LBAX,H* 1,M3) -P (L8AX,B,M3) ) *0X8 
DA03* (AO (LBAX,fl*1 , M3) -BO (LHAX# H, M3) ) *DYB 
GO TO 130 
110 003*0.0
073* 14. 0*7 (LHAX, 2, M3) -7 (LBAX,3, M3) ) *0. 5*DXR 
DP3*0.0 
DBO3*0.0 
GO TO 130 
120 HB*BZ-1003* (0 (LHAX, BE, M3) -0(LBAX,HB,M3) ) *DXfi 
D 73* (7 (LHAX,HE,M3) -7 (LHAX,HB, M3) ) *DXB 
OP3* (P (LHAX,BE,M3) —P (LHAX,HB,M3) )*OIH 
0H03* (BO (LBAX,HE, M3) -BO (LBAX,HB,M3) ) *0XB
CALCULATE THE PSI TERH5 AT THE SOLOTXOM POXMT
130 IP (MOIH.Bk.O) GO TO 150 
XP(H.Ev).l) GO TO 140
ATERH3*BO(LBAX,H, N3)*7 (LBAX,H,M3)/ 1DX*PL0AT(B-1)/BE) 
GO TO 150 
140 AT£BB3*BO (LHAX, 1, M3) *BE*073 
150 073*7 (LBAX ,B,M3) *BE*0(LHAX,H,M3)*AL*DB
PSX 13*-U73*0R03-R0 (LHAX,H,M3) *(D73*BE*AL*D03)-ATERH3 
P SI23*- 0 73*003—AL*OP3/RO (LBAX, fl, M3)
PSX33*-073*073— (OP3/RO (LHAX,fl,N3))*BE PSI43*—073*DP3*A3*A3*073*DR03 
PSX31B* (PSI31*PS133) *0.5*Q7T (LBAX,fl)
PS14IB* (PS 141+PSI43) *0.5*QPI (LHAX,II)









GO XO 170 
160 PSl31B>PSI3HQVT(LflAX#fl)




SOLVE XHE CQflPAXIBlLITY EQUATIONS FOB U#V#P# AND BO
170 P(LflAX#N#N3)*PE(fi)
AB«0.S*(A2+A3)
BOfi-O. 5* (B02+B0 (LflAX# H# H3 ) )
BO (LHAX# H# N 3) *BO1+2.0* (P (LHAX# 11 # M3) -P 1-0T*PSXfl IB) /
S (A3*A3+A1 *A1)
XF(EO(LHAX#fl#M3) .LB.O. 0) BO (LHAX#B#H3) -HOLOi 
U (LHAX#fl#M3)«U2+( (PSI«2B+B0fi*AB*PSI22B+AB*AB«P5I12B) *DT 
$ - (P (LflAX«fl#H3) -P2) ) / (£0B*Afi)
V (LHAX#H#N3)*T1+DT*PSI31B
V (LHAX#fl#N3) =0. 0
CHECK FOB 1MFLOB AMO IF SO SET IMFLOH BOUMOAB7 
CONDITIONS
IF(U(LHAX,fl#H3) .GE.0.0) GO TO 180
V (LHAX#A#N3)SQ«0
BO (LHAX# H# M3) =0. 5* (BO (LHAX# 1 # N1) *BO (LHAX# HCB # N I) )
180 CONTINUEV (LHAX#HCB# N3) =-0 (LHAX ,HCB,13) *NIN I (LHAX)




THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES AHD PLOTS TUB PHYSICAL GBID
COHBON/D6/ 0 (50, 20,2) , T (50,20,2) ,P (50,20,2) ,BO(50,20,2) 
COBBOM/O1 /  LBAX,HBAX,HCB,LCB,LBB,R,B1,13,L1,L2,B1,B2,
$ BCB1,BCB2,LCfi1,lJCfi2,LBBl,LfiB2,GAHHA,DX,OX,OZ,ICUAB,DXfi, 
5 DXB,BSZAB,BSXABS,G,PC,LC,PL0fr,B0L0B,BG 
C0BB0H/D8/ XP1 (50,20) ,XP1 (50,20) ,KS1 (2000) ,BZA(2000) ,
* PX(2000) ,PX(2000) ,XH (50) ,11 (20) ,IXHI (20) ,XE1,
$ MJ)IH,PDS, APCGBBOM/Dtf/CA V,XHO, XLA,BKHD,XBO,QOT (50,20) , QFT (50,20) ,




















KSI (1) *0 .0  







X*X»OSSLOP£2*BX*G 1/ (COSH (GX* (X-XX) ) ♦COSH (GX*(X-XX) ) ) 
SLPX2-BX*GI/(COSfl(GI* (X-XX))♦COSH(GX^ (X-XX)))
SIl-StfE! (1. +5LFX 1*SLPI 1) 
SX2*SU8T(1.+SLFX2«SLPI2)
51-SQBT (1» ♦SL0PB1*SL0PB1)




PX (L) -X 
SSI (L) -S 
FX(L)*X 
SLPX 1-SLPX2
2 COM TIP OE SLOPE1-SLOPE2 
XE1-ETA (KBAX)
OBT A-IB 1/FLOAT (fl 1)
JX*1SSX--DEIA 
XE1-KSI (MAX)OKSI-X B 1/FLOAT (L I)
J«1
SSS"DKS1BM1TE(6,100) K5I (KflAX) #ETA(KHAX)
00 3 L-1«LflAX 
SS-SS+DKSl 
00 4 X*J,KflAXIF ( ABS ( SS-KSI(K)) .LT.0.05) 60 TO 5




BXHX (L) -BX*GX/(C05ii(GX* (X-XX) ) «C05fl (GX* (X-XX) ) ) 
1BITE(6,10Q) XH(L) #SS«MXBX(L)
3 COMTIMOE
100 FOfiflAI ( 5X,4F14.5)00 33 H*1,AHAX 
5SX*SSX*0BTA 
00 44 KX*JX,KBAX
IF ( ABS ( 5SX-ETA(SX)) .LI.0.Q5) GO TO 55 
44 COSTISOE 
55 JX-KXIM(fl) -PX (XX)
1*1■(fl)flIIIX(fl)*BI*GX/(C0S8 (GX* (X-XX) ) *COSfl (GI* (I-II) ) ) 






DO 210 11= I,UMAX 
XP1 (L#M<=XW (L) 
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